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Abstract 
High-strength concrete slabs are frequently used in various structural engineering sys~ 
terns and a wide variety of civil engineering applications. A research program on the 
structural behaviour of such slabs is being carried out both experimentally and numer~ 
ically at Memorial University of Newfoundland (M.U.N.). The work reported herein 
includes the experimental investigation on the tensile behaviour of high-strength con~ 
crete and finite element (F.E.) analysis of its slabs. The emphasis is placed upon 
the importance of the realistic material properties and the need of a valid concrete 
model in the F .E . analysis. Particular attention has been focused on the post-cracking 
tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete. 
The complete load-deformation behaviour of high-strength concrete in direct ten~ 
sion, including post-cracking softening response, was obtained by developing direct 
tension test technique. The test measurements were then characterized into a ra~ 
tional tension softening model. The understanding of the unique tension soften~ 
ing nature of high-strength concrete was enhanced by comparison to that of normal 
strength concrete in tenns of fracture energy, mechanical properties and entire load-
deformation response. In addition the effect of the cold ocean water on the tensile 
properties of high-strength concrete was examined. The variability and relations of 
tensile strengths and compressive strength were also studied. 
Appropriate representation of post-cracking behaviour of reinforced high-strength 
concrete was developed for the F .E. analysis of its slabs. The developed models and 
measured stress-strain characteristics of high-strength concrete and reinforcing bars 
Ill 
were then incorporated into a proposed plasticity- based concrete model implemented 
in the context of the 8-node quadrilateral shear-flexible thick shell element. The ma-
terial model allows realistic concrete strain softening after both cracking and crushing. 
The validity of the model was established by comparison of F.E. numerical predictions 
to experimental results of sixteen slabs tested at M. U.N. The tnodel performed satis-
factorily in all the cases, with respect to the entire load-deflection response, ultimate 
load carrying capacity, ductility, and failure mode. 
The F.E. 1nodel was then used to carry out a parametric study to exa1nine the 
structural behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs. The parameters under 
investigation include various material properties, slab boundary conditions, loading 
stub-column, and loading type and sequence. In addition, a tension stiffening model 
was approximately formulated, based on the fracture energy concept and comparison 
of F.E. predictions to experimental results of the tested slabs. The importance of the 
concrete tension stiffening behaviour was highlighted in the F.E. analysis of the slab 
selected. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 High-strength structural concrete 
High-strength structural concrete is a state-of-the-art material. Its development has 
been gradual over many years . In recent years, the application of high-strength 
structural concrete has increased and now it has been used in many parts of the 
world as a result of recent developments in material technology and an ever growing 
demand. The use of concrete superstructures in long span cable-stayed bridges such 
as East Huntington, W .V ., bridge over Ohio River would not have taken place without 
the availability of high-strength concrete . 
At the present, high-strength concrete has been widely used in exploratory drilling 
structures, marine structures, tall buildings grandstand roofs and parking garages. 
It has also been specified for applications in warehouses, bridge deck overlays, dam 
spillways, and heavy duty industrial floors. In these applications, high-strength struc-
tural concrete is being used to provide a concrete with improved resistance to chemical 
attack, better abrasion resistance, improved freeze-thaw durability, reduced perme-
ability, increased modulus of elasticity and decreased creep and shrinkage. Hence, 
high-strength structural concrete offers great promise for problems associated with 
1 
2 
unconventional structures and structures in severe adverse environment and in heavy 
duty construction. 
A gravity based structure utilizing high-strength structural concrete has been 
recommended for the Hibernia oil development off the eastern coast of Newfoundland 
(Mobil, 1985), as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 
High-strength concrete slabs supported on four edges and loaded transversely 
and axially frequently occur in various structural systems. High-strength concrete 
slabs are widely used in offshore applications. It has been proven that offshore high-
strength concrete platforms have survived the harsh North Sea environment for the 
past decade. Offshore structures frequently have a concrete perimeter wall normally 
designed to resist the impact of ice and ocean wave on the structure ( Cammaert and 
Muggeridge, 1 988). Both flat and curved exterior walls have been used. Thus, the 
concrete plates and shells represents the most predominant structural element in the 
walls of concrete offshore platforms (Fig . 1.2b ). 
In many cases, the inplane load is small with respect to the lateral load and can 
often be neglected. In addition, the two loads can be treated separately when the 
slenderness of the slab is not critical. However, there are some situations such as 
offshore structures, bridges decks, etc. (Figs . 1.1-1.2) where the two loading types 
have to be taken into account simultaneously. Transverse loads can be applied as 
point loads, hydrostatic pressures or uniform pressures whereas inplane loads are 
usually uniformly distributed along slab edges, and can be either uniaxial or biaxial. 
The sequence of application of combined inplane and lateral loads varies . How-
ever two extreme cases can be identified: the inplane load may be applied first and 
kept constant followed by a variable lateral load or, inversely, the lateral load may be 
3 
Figure 1.1: Proposed gravity based concrete cylindrical large-diameter oil production 
platform for the Hibernia Development (Mobil, 1985) 
(a.) (b) 
Figure 1.2: Examples of typical structural elements of high-strength concrete 
(a) bridge deck (b) curved (shell) wall in the "Honeycomb" offshore structures 
4 
applied first and maintained constant followed by a variable inplane load . In between 
the two extreme cases, any load application sequence can be imagined. The interac-
tion between the two load types is a function of relative importance of these loads 
and slab response to their combination. The types of slab failure can also vary, being 
either by instability for slender slabs with large axial loads, or by material failure 
which would be expected in stocky slabs or in slabs with high lateral load. 
1.2 Finite element analysis of reinforced concrete 
structures 
In the past, nonlinear solution techniques were usually employed in the design and 
analysis of unusual structures, such as offshore structures, nuclear power plants, de-
fence installations, and structures withstanding earthquake excitations. For these 
structures, an exceptionally high safety standard is requi red and analyses by conven-
tional methods are frequently considered inadequate. Also, the nonlinear response 
over the whole load range up to ultimate collapse has to be modelled accurately. 
At the present, increasing complexity in modern structures, in terms of special 
loading and high standards, has often required the use of nonlinear analysis methods 
in design. 
Nonlinear analysis techniques for reinforced concrete structures prove to be in-
valuable to set numerical models for parametric studies and to develop and assess 
simplified methods of analysis and design . 
As a result, there has been much development m the use of the finite element 
method in nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete structures, attributable to the 
research undertaken over the last two decades. Nevertheless difficulties remams, 
5 
restricting widespread application of the technique . The maJor problems are the 
inadequate description of material properties and the high computing costs. 
Accurate material constitutive relationships are crucial to any sophist icated finite 
element program and determine its efficiency and reliability. Reinforced concrete is 
a highly complex material which exhibits nonlinear responses due to microcracking, 
concrete compressive crushing and tensile cracking, reinforcement yielding, dowel ac-
tion and aggregate interlock reinforcement bone-slip, and time and history dependent 
effects. Among these, concrete cracking under tensile stresses is the most significant 
factor. Unfortunately a generally accepted constitutive model for this material does 
not yet exist . Moreover, all material models available are derived based on tests using 
concrete with compressive strengths less than about 41 MPa. Reassessment of these 
models is required to determine their applicability for high-strength concretes. Con-
sequently, caution should be exercised in extrapolating data from normal strength to 
high-strength concretes. More research work is needed in this area. 
A variety of material models are available for steel and concrete, as summarized 
in chapter 2. They are normally adapted from experimental observations with ideal-
ization and simplifications before input into a numerical model. 
1.3 Research scope 
In contrast to the ever growing demand of high-strength concrete, there is little in-
formation on this state-of-the-art material and its structural behaviour. In the last 
decade, some research efforts were directed towards the structural behaviour of high-
strength concrete beams. However, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is no 
documented research on the tension softening response of high-strength concrete and 
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its applications for finite element analysis of high-strength concrete slabs. 
Triggered by the development of Hibernia offshore oil exploration, an ongomg 
research program on high-strength concrete and its slabs with relative heavy ·rein-
forcement is being carried out both experimentally and numerically at M.U.N. The 
work reported herein includes the experimental investigation on the tensile behaviour 
of high-strength concrete and finite element analysis of its slabs. Particular attention 
has been focused on the post-cracking tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete. 
The material tension softening behaviour is first sought through an experimental 
programme. The constitutive relationship of high-strength concrete in uniaxial ten-
sion is thereafter developed, based on the test evidence. The developed tension rela-
tion including post-cracking softening response and other material properties recorded 
from laboratory testing are then incorporated into a plasticity based material model 
implemented in a general purpose finite element analysis code selected to model the 
slab load-deflection response through entire load range, including ultimate collapse. 
Contribution is intended towards the static finite element analysis of high-strength 
concrete slabs with emphasis placed upon the importance of realistic material prop-
erties and the need of a valid concrete model. 
1.4 Research objectives 
The research objective of this thesis is to provide a suitable finite element modelling of 
high-strength concrete slabs, which in turn improves the relevant design procedure. 
Particular attention has been focused on the adequate representation of the post-
cracking tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete. 
After formulation of a finite element model with proper material constitutive re-
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lationships including post-cracking behaviour for high-strength concrete, its validity 
is established by cmnparison to the experimental results. Once the numerical model 
is verified, it becomes a powerful research tool which can be used to study aspects 
related to the slab behaviour, to verify the test results and to strengthen the analyt-
ical procedure. Moreover, it should be possible to extend the finite element analysis 
to various structural members other than slabs, provided a suitable type of element 
and its versatility is utilized. 
The research objectives of this investigation can be summarized as follows: 
1. To develop a special test method in order to obtain a reliable load-deformation 
behaviour of high-strength concrete in tension, including the post-peak softening 
response. 
2. To characterize the tension softening response analytically by development of 
a realistic tension softening model to adequately describe the entire tensile re-
sponse of high-strength concrete. 
3. To investigate the 1nechanical properties of high-strength concrete in tension, 
with all three tension test methods employed: direct tension, split tensile and 
modulus of rupture. 
4. To study the effects of cold ocean water (temperature and concrete exposure 
time), sinmlated under laboratory conditions, on the mechanical properties of 
high-strength concrete in tension. 
5. To enhance the understanding of high-strength concrete by comparison to nor-
mal strength concrete in tenus of fracture energy, tensile properties and entire 
load-deformation response under the direct tensile load. 
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6. To verify the formulated finite element model by comparison to the experimen-
tal results of high-strength concrete slabs with varing parameters of concrete 
strength, geometry, reinforcement ratio and yielding stress, etc., obtained from 
this study and from previous studies conducted at M.U.N. 
7. To derive a tension stiffening model of reinforced high-strength concrete for slab 
analysis, based on experimentally observed tesion softening behaviour of plain 
high-strength concrete, and comparison of the predictions of numerical model 
to test results of high-strength concrete slabs. 
8. To initiate a parametric study on the structural behaviour of high-strength 
concrete slabs subjected to inplaue and lateral loads in which the geometry 
of the slabs, their material properties boundary conditions, the type and the 
sequence of loading are varied. 
1.5 Thesis outline 
In addition to this chapter, there are seven more chapters to form this thesis. 
Chapter 2 is a literature review of the recent research work relevant to the topic. 
Chapter 3 contains the experimental investigation of tension behaviour of high-
strength concrete. All three types of tension tests were employed in study. 
Chapter 4 recommends an analytical expression by which measurements from 
direct uniaxial tension tests are characterized into a realistic tension softening model. 
Chapter 5 presents the recommended analytical models of post-cracking behaviour 
of reinforced high-strength concrete. The realistic stress-strain characteristics of high-
strength concrete and reinforcing bars obtained in the laboratory are incorporated into 
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a proposed plasticity-based material model, which employs smeared crack concept. 
Chapter 6 dealts with verification of the formulated finite element model. 
Chapter 7 presents a tension stiffening model, which is approximately formulated, 
based on the fracture energy concept and comparison of finite element predictions to 
experimental results of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs. 
In Chapter 8, the main conclusions drawn in various parts of the thesis are collated 
and further supplemented. 
Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes two aspects related to concrete structures, namely: concrete 
behaviour in ocean environment, and the nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete 
structures. 
A brief review of structural concrete development is presented, with emphasis 
placed upon its application in marine and offshore civil engineering. The demand 
of high-strength concrete for marine offshore structures is rationalized, based on the 
ch? 1enge posed by the cold ocean temperate and harsh environment. The adverse 
effects of cold ocean water on high-strength concrete mechanical properties is also 
addressed. 
Also this chapter concentrates on a more detailed survey of the relevant literature 
covering recent work on nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete structures with focus 
on the modelling of concrete tension behaviour. The difficulties associated with ma-
terial modelling and nonlinear analysis with finite element method is also discussed. 
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2.2 Concrete in marine and offshore engineering 
2 .2.1 Historical background 
The development of concrete as a structural material has been gradual over centuries. 
Concrete has been widely used in marine civil engineering for harbour works and 
breakwaters (Gerwick, 1976). Large seagoing reinforced concrete vessels were built 
in USA during the First World War. Up to date, some of them still remain in use as 
breakwaters. This accentuates the fact that well built concrete structures are lasting. 
The first large scale apllication of concrete to oil industry took place in 1971 
with the construction of Ekofisk 1, the first concrete Gravity Based Structure (CBS) 
installed in the North Sea. It was constructed in 70 m deep water and contained 80000 
m3 of normal strength concrete with a specified 28-day compressive strength of 45 
MPa. Thereafter, over twenty other concrete gravity platforms have been constructed 
in the North Sea, the Baltic Sea and offshore Brazil (Hoff, 1985). 
In these apllications, concrete was selected over steel as structural material because 
of its advantages: durability, great self weight, less prone to progressive damage, and 
cheaper to maintain when compared with steel structures. 
The minimum compressive strength specified by ACI Committee 357 (1985) is 
35 MPa for all zones and 42 MPa where severe surface degradation is likely. The 
modern offshore structures in the North Sea were built with high-strength concrete 
with minimum compressive strength of 60 MPa (Haug and Sandvik, 1988). 
It has been shown that the offshore concrete platforms have survived the harsh 
North Sea environment. But, they are now facing the additional challenges posed 
by the North Atlantic and Arctic Offshore frontiers. Consequently, high-strength 
structural concrete is being required to provide a concrete with improved resistance 
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to chenilcal attack better abrasion resistance, improved freeze-thaw durability, re-
duced permeability, increased modulus of elasticity and decreased creep and shrink-
age. Thus, high-strength structural concrete offers an excellent solution to problems 
associated with severe adverse sea environment. 
2.2.2 Durability 
It was found that concrete durability was largely dependent on its permeability, as 
stated by Marzouk and Hussein (1990), Mehta (1980) and Mather (1980), and Gjorv 
(1971), based on their extensive studies on the case histories of deteriorated portland 
cement concretes exposed to sea water, in both mild and cold climates, for different 
exposure ages up to 67 years. The individual process of deterioration tends to limit 
itself to different parts of a structure depending on the tidal lines. 
Based on this observation, Mehta (1980) divided a marine structure into three 
zones . The upper most part of the structure above the high-tide line is defined as 
the atmospheric zone, which is not directly exposed to sea water. Instead, it is 
exposed to atmospheric air, winds carrying salts and frost action. Consequently, 
cracking due to corrosion of reinforcement and/or freezing and thawing of concrete 
becomes a predominant factor causing deterioration in this zone. The concrete in the 
splash zone between the high and low-tide marks is, not only vulnerable to cracking 
and spalling of concrete due to wetting and drying, frost action and reinforcement 
corrosion, but also to loss of material due to chemical decomposition of the hydration 
products of cement and the impact of waves containing ice, sand, and gravel. The 
lower part of the structure (submerged zone), which is always submerged in sea water, 
is vulnerable to strength retrogression and loss of material as a result of the chemical 
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reaction between sea water and hydration products of cement. Consequently, the 
permeability of concrete is the most important property in all the three zones, which 
influences all physical and chemical phenomena causing concrete deterioration. 
In spite of the physical and chemical effects of cold ocean water on high-strength 
concrete, there is very limited effort directed towards the study of the adverse effects 
of ocean environment on the behaviour of high-strength concrete. 
2.3 Concrete tensile strength as a design crite-
• r1on 
Failure of reinforced concrete structures is usually initiated by cracking of plain con-
crete. The cracking process starts at a low tensile stress level associated with a very 
early load stage. Cracking and post-cracking behaviour of concrete, which is governed 
by its tensile properties, is a very important feature of concrete and has a significant 
effect on the behaviour of the concrete structural member. The experimental evidence 
(William 1986, Clark and Speirs 1978) has shown that the average strains in the steel 
in a real situation are much lower than would be expected when ignoring the tensile 
contribution from concrete, even at strains much above the cracking strain. Although 
the concrete tensile stress tends to zero at the cracks , the concrete in between two 
adjacent cracks is still capable of sustaining appreciable tensile stress induced due to 
the inherent bond effect and aggregate friction interlock. The concrete contribution 
in tension towards the overall stiffness of a member is known as tension stiffening and 
the effect can be very significant in the postcracking range under service loads. As 
the load level increases, tension stiffening gradually deteriorates due to progressive 
bond breakdown. 
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However, it has long been a common practice in the conventional designs to neglect 
the tensile strength of concrete since it is relatively weak in tension. Thus, the 
predicted deflections and crack widths could be well overestimated in excess of those 
observed in tests and in practice by ignoring the concrete tension stiffening effect in 
the serviceability range. Therefore, most modern design codes have a provision to 
allow for tension stiffening, using either the average steel strain (e.g. British design 
code (BSI BS8110, 1985) and the European CEB recormnendations (CEB, 1986)) or 
the effective moment of inertia of a member (e.g. American ACI code (ACI318-83, 
1983)) to enable a gradual transition from an uncracked elastic state to a fully cracked 
state. 
In these modern design codes, requirements for both ultimate and serviceability 
lirrlit states are specified, based on the probability principles. The former concerns 
safety and the provision of adequate strength against structural collapse. The latter 
deals with the performance of the structure under working loads, with particular 
reference to the control of deflections and crack widths. Because of the increases in 
permissible steel stress over the past few decades, steel strains in modern structures 
are generally high and the serviceability requirements have now often become the 
critical factors in design. 
2.4 Finite element analysis of reinforced concrete 
structures 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Nonlinear analysis using finite element method is particularly attractive for design 
calculations at the serviceability limit state with tension stiffening, in that changes 
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in material stiffness due to concrete cracking concrete crushing, steel yielding, etc. 
can be conveniently and properly modelled, provided an accurate description of the 
material constitutive relations is available. Therefore, the application of nonlinear 
finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structures has been increasing. 
The early work of the application of finite element methods in the analysis of 
reinforced concrete is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (Ngo and Scordelis, 1967). 
There are three fundamental requirements for any structural analysis method: the 
force equilibrium, the displacement compatibility, and the laws of material behaviour. 
In the finite element method, the force-displacement relations for each element are 
usually formulated by using the virtual work principle or the principle of minimum 
potential energy. The displacement variables within each element are usually repre-
sented by polynomial expressions. The compatibility conditions are satisfied exactly, 
because continuous displacement fields are used; the equilibrium conditions are sat-
isfied in an overall sense using imagined forces at the nodes, rather than having 
every infinitesimal element in equilibrium. The force-displacement relations for each 
element involve integrals over the element volume. These integrals are evaluated 
approximately using values at integration points or Gauss points and weighting func-
tions. In a sense the material laws are satisfied only at the Gauss points, which 
represents adjacent volumes of material. 
The iterative solution techniques are usually employed when finite element anal-
ysis is applied to a material such as concrete that exhibites nonlinear behaviour due 
to concrete cracking and other material nonlinearities. Three common iterative so-
lution techniques (Sc01·delis, 1978) are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. With either of these 
techniques, the system of internal forces are sought in approximate equilibrium with 
Steel Reinforcement 
Triangular Steel Element 
Concrete 
Beam 
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Figure 2.1: Finite element modelling by the discrete crack approach (Ngo and 
Scordelis, 1967) 
{a) Initial 
stiffness 
{b) Secant 
stiffness 
(c) Tangent 
stiffness 
Figure 2.2: Iterative solution techniques for nonlinear analysis (Scordelis, 1978) 
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the applied external loads, within certain specified tolerance. A successful analysis 
requires proper satisfaction of material property laws as well as an accurate definition 
of these laws. 
There is a large amount of literature on the use of the finite element method in 
the analysis of reinforced concrete structures. Comprehensive surveys can be found 
in ASCE (1982), Chen (1982), Scordelis (1978), and Cope (1984 and 1986). In this 
chapter, literature review only focuses on concrete nonlinear responses, especially 
cracking, and their modelling. The concrete cracking and post-cracking behaviour 
is first reviewed, followed by associated modelling techniques including constitutive 
relations for concrete tension stiffening and the representation of reinforcement. The 
computational difficulties resulting from the use of tension stiffening models are also 
presented. 
2.4.2 Concrete cracking 
The tensile weakness of concrete and ensumg cracking that results therefrom, is a 
major factor contributing to the nonlinear behaviour of reinforced concrete elements. 
The tensile stress fields applied to concrete induce cracking that has a significant 
influence on the basic behaviour of the member through the entire load range up to 
structural failure. As a result, the cracking and post-cracking behaviour has been a 
major concern for decades. 
2.4.2.1 Tension softening of plain concrete 
It is experimentally observed that after concrete cracks have developed, the concrete 
between two adjacent cracks is still capable of sustaining appreciable tensile forces 
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induced due to the inherent bond effect and aggregate friction interlock. This phe-
nomenon is referred to as concrete tension softening in literature. Many researchers 
have reported the observations of concrete softening behaviour from plain concrete 
tension tests performed by controlling the specimen deformation. Evans and Marathe 
(1968) first illustrated this behaviour on specimens loaded in direct tension in a test-
ing machine modified to control deformation. The recorded tensile stress-strain curves 
are presented in Fig. 2.3 that including unloading beyond the maximum tensile stress. 
The descending branch was determined primary by localized deformation across in-
dividual cracks, as stated by Petersson (1981), hereby indicating that there are large 
differences between the average strain and local cracking strains. Some test results 
from Petersson (1981) are shown in Fig. 2.4. 
In recent years, testing techniques have been improved by the use of electrohy-
draulically controlled testing machines. The deformation of the specimens can be 
well controlled through such testing machines so that the sudden brittle failure of 
concrete specimens in direct tension can be avoided. Consequently, more experimen-
tal evidence from concrete tests under direct tension has been obtained that confirmed 
concrete tension softening and its localized nature. Different tension specimens em-
ployed in different research programmes are illustrated in Fig. 2.5. 
However, there is no standard test method for testing concrete in direct tension, 
because of the difficulties associated with applying a pure tensile force to a plain con-
crete specimen. This is the main reason that the limited information on direct tension 
behaviour of concrete is often conflicting. The test results were considerably different 
with various testing methods employed. This was demonstrated in the measurements 
of the tensile strains at maximum tensile stress. The recorded strain corresponding 
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Figure 2.3: Typical experimental stress-strain diagrams for plain concrete in direct 
tension (Evans and Marathe, 1968) 
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Figure 2.5: Different tension specimens employed in research 
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Figure 2.6: Reinforced concrete member in tension 
to maxim1t111 ten:-:ile stress wt>re :.200- ~ OOp.::. 60-90,u.::. 97-1:3:2,u.:: and 10-l:36,u.::. reported 
respt>ctivt>ly by Gopalaratnam and Shah (19 ' .)). Evans and :-.Iarathe (196 ). Hughes 
and Chapman (1966). and Guo and Zhang (19 ~ 7). Epoxy glue was used by Guo 
and Zhang ( 1987) to connect the steel loading plates to both ends of specimens in a 
stiff frame consisting of two beams and four bars placed in parallel with the speci-
men. Instead, special grips were used to connect the specimen with the testing frame 
(Gopalaratnam and Shah 19'.5, and Naaman and Homrich 1989). 
The effect of different testing methods is also illustrated in Fig. :2.4. where data 
from two sources are compared (Evans and l\1arathe 1968, and Petersson 1981). 
Curves 1 and :2, shown as dotted lines. vvere obtained by testing concrete specimens 
in parallel with a steel tension frame (Evans and Marathe, 1968). This technique 
was developed to avoid unstable failure at the peak load resulting from the sudden 
release of stored elastic energy in the testing system. Curves 3 and 4, shown as solid 
lines. were obtained by testing concrete specimens in parallel with stiff aluminum 
columns (Petersson, 1981) The load was indirectly applied to the concrete specimens 
by heating the aluminum columns. A large discrepancy in values of the modulus of 
elasticity, peak strain and crack widths are observed between two sets of curves. 
Furthermore, all available information were from the tests of normal strength 
concrete and fibre concrete in direct uniaxial tension. There is no documented infor-
mation for high-strength concrete in direct tension. 
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2.4.2.2 Tension stiffening of reinforced concrete 
a) Development of tension cracks 
Broms ( 1965) identified two types of tension cracks in the reinforced concrete member 
after its tensile capacity is reached. The first type is called primary or external crack, 
such visible crack exists at the concrete surface. The second type, named secondary 
or internal crack, does not progress to the concrete surface. Each of these two types 
of cracks has a different geometry, as illustrated in Fig. :2.6. More recently, the 
formation and development of tension cracks were also studied in detail by Goto and 
Otsuka ( 1979). 
b) Stress distribution after cracking 
As a result of the formation of cracks in a tension member, a new stress pattern 
develops between the cracks. The stress distribution in a cracked reinforced concrete 
member, reported by Lin and Scordelis ( 1975), is illustrated in Fig. 2.7, indicating 
concrete retaining substantial tensile capacity after cracking. 
c) Tension stiffening 
The concrete contribution to the overall stiffness of a reinforced member is known as 
tension stiffening. This phenomenon has often been observed in experiments. Because 
of the variability in tensile strength along the length of a concrete member, cracks do 
not all form at the same stress level. Clark and Spiers ( 1978) estimated that the first 
major crack forms at about 90 percent of the average concrete tensile strength and the 
last major crack at about 110 percent of the average concrete tensile strength. The 
tension stiffening effect from typical tests on reinforced concrete beams and slabs, as 
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Figure 2. 7: Stress distribution m a cracked reinforced concrete element (Lin and 
Scordelis, 1975) 
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Figure 2.8: Tension stiffening effect from typical tests on reinforced concrete beams 
and slabs (Clark and Spiers , 1978) 
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Figure 2.9: Tension stiffening effect from typical tests on large reinforced concrete 
elements under direct tension (William, 1986) 
experimentally ob'erved by Clark and Spiers ( 197c) . is presented in Fig. 2.8. ~1ore 
recently. \Villiam ( 19 -.6) performed tests on the large reinforced elements subjected 
to direct tension and also found a pronounced tension stiffening effect ( Fig. 2.9)." 
2.4.3 Modelling of concrete post-cracking behaviour 
The strain softening branch measured on plain concrete in direct tension descends 
gradually as cracks open and stress decreases, as described in detail in the proceeding 
section. This phenomenon could be attributed to the coarse aggregate interlock at 
narrow widths, energy absorbed in crack surfaces, etc. Therefore, the concrete tensile 
stress will not actually be zero just after cracking, but will rapidly tend to zero. 
The post-cracking stress-carrying capacity of concrete is more pronounced in the 
reinforced concrete due to additional strength enhancement as a result of interactions 
between reinforcement and concrete. Recently, it has become increasingly evident 
that it is necessary to simulate the local energy release properly as the crack propa-
gates in order to achieve accurate predictions of the responses of concrete structures , 
such as load-deflection characteristics, crack width , bond transfer and shear transfer 
phenomenon, and tension-stiffening of concrete between cracks. 
Consequently. the falling branch of complete stress-strain diagrams of concrete 
m tension is conunonly used in the finite element analysis of reinforced concrete to 
represent the concrete tension stiffening. 
The research on post-cracking behaviour of reinforced concrete has been carried 
out for the last two decades. A number of constitutive descriptions of concrete post-
cracking behaviour has been proposed by various previous researchers, which are 
reviewed in the rest of this section. 
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2.4.3.1 Simplified concrete tension models (stepped, bilinear, exponential, 
etc.) 
Due to the lack of experimental data associated with the difficulties posed in concrete 
tests under direct tension. few accurate models are available to describe the soften-
ing response of concrete in uniaxial tPnsion. The concept of average strain over a 
relatively long gage length was first considered by Scanlon ( 1972). An approximate 
formulation was used to incorporate gradual loss of stress-carrying capacity of plain 
concrete in tension in the numerical schemes that accounted for the tension stiffening 
effects observed in reinforced concrete. Concrete was assumed to be linear up to the 
tensile strength, followed by a series of discrete steps, each with decreasing modulus 
of elasticity. as shown in Fig. 2.1 Oa. 
The proposal of Scanlon ( 1972) has been modified and adopted by many other 
analysts. Lin an Scordelis (197.5) considered experimental stress-strain data and fitted 
for the falling branch a polynomial expression 
(2.1) 
where ao. a1, a2, and a3, are constants (Fig. :2.10b). The limiting strain Emax at zero 
stress was assumed to be five times the tensile strain Eta at the tensile strength J:. 
And, Maeda et al. ( 1976) preferred hyperbolic unloading defined by 
f _ Jtcto t- (2.2) 
tt 
based on results from beam tests. A similar model was formulated with a continu-
ous damage concept by Mazars ( 1981) to represent post-peak stress-strain curves of 
concrete (Fig. 2.10c). 
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Figure 2.10: Modelling of concrete tension stiffening 
(a) stepped unloading response (Scanlon, 1972); (b) smooth unloading model (Lin and 
Scordelis, 1975); (c) modified smooth unloading model (Mazars, 1981); (d) bilinear un-
loading model (Cope et al., 1979) ; (e) modified bilinear unloading model (Massicotte et al. , 
(1990) ; (f) discontinuous unloading model (Damjanic and Owen, 1984); (g) simple linear 
unloading model (Bazant and Oh, 1984); (h) modified linear unloading model (Bergan 
and Roland, 1979); (i) continuous stress-deformation model (Guo and Zhang, 1987) ; U) 
continuous stress-crack width model (Gopalaratnam and Shah, 1985) 
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Cupt> t>t al. ( 1919) fitted a bilinear relationship for the falling branch (Fig. :2.10d). 
A similar rt>la.tionship. but with different parameters. was also proposed by :\lassicotte 
et al. ( 1990 ). :\ detailed analysis \vas performed on 52 test results, reported inde-
pendently by Gopalaratnam and Shah ( 19 ' :) ). Guo and Zhang ( 19 7). Yankelevskey 
and Reinhardt (19 7). Bazant and Oh (198:3). and Hillerborg (1985). Based on this 
...-
analysis, Massicotte et al. proposed a trilinear st ress-strain curve (Fig. 2.1 Oe) with 
a reasonable compromise between accuracy and simplicity. with a linear ascending 
branch and a bilinear tension softening branch for concrete after cracking. The change 
of slope in the descending branch occurs at one-third of J: and five times peak strain 
Et a · similar to that suggested by Hillerborg ( 1985 ). The ultimate tensile effective 
strain was specified as sixteen times Et a · 
In addition, Damjanic and Owen ( 1984) even chose a discontinuous linear pattern 
to represent the softening branch of stress-strain curve for plain concrete (Fig. 2.10f). 
2.4.3.2 Simple linear tension models of concrete 
For simplicity. many other researchers like Bergan and Holand ( 1979) and Bazant 
and Oh ( 1984) simply specified a single linear falling branch after the concrete tensile 
strength is reached (Fig. 2.10g). 
In many cases the extent of softening, defined by the parameter a, where 
(2.3) 
has been specified differently by various analysts. Damjanic (1983) related the value 
of a to the nature of the problem being analysed; valued of 5 to 10 were proposed 
for shear type cracking and 20 to 2.5 for flexural type cracking. Kulicki and Kostem 
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( 191~ ) aro·ued th at microcracking in concrete occurs at a tensile strain Ecr lower than 
Eto (Fig . 2.10h ): values of Ecr = O. :).)tto · Eta = 0.0001 and Fmax = 0.0007 \Vere further 
recommended by Bergan and Holand ( 1919). 
In an approach based on fracture mechanics theories and on the blunt crack band 
model. Bazant and Oh ( 198:3) related the area ~Vf under the concrete tensile stress-
strain curve to the fracture energy G1 . . o that 
(2..±) 
where G 1 is the energy absorbed to create a unit area of crack surface, and we is the 
effective width of the fracture process zone (or crack band) over which microcracking 
is distributed. The value of W e is dependent on the element size , element type, and 
the nature of the problem. 
2.4.3.3 Continuous tension models of concrete 
In contrast. some other researchers proposed a continuous tension model, similar to 
one for concrete in compression. The concrete tensile stress was expressed in terms 
of the crack width, tensile strain and deformation, as proposed by Gopalaratnam and 
Shah (1985), Carreira and Chu (1986) and Guo and Zhang (1987), respectively. The 
stress-displacement relationship was continuous prior to and beyond the peak stress 
(Figs. 10i and 10j). Any abrupt changes in the stiffness, which are characteristic 
of discontinuious tension models between ascending and descending branches, are 
likely to pose instabilities in certain numerical schemes. Hence, it appears that the 
con 1uous tension models are more suitable with finite element method. These types 
of continuous models are further discussed in detail in chapter 4. 
2.4.3.4 Layered tension models of concrete 
Tlw post-cracking respon. e of concretf' differs considerably through the thickness of a 
flexural reinforced concrete member uch as beam and slab, depending on the relative 
distance away from the reinforcement. In order to represent this phenomenon. two 
additional concrete stress-strain relations were specified by Gilbert and \Varner ( 197 ...,) 
to describe the behaviour of the concrete layers once and twice removed from the 
tension steel. The solution is somewhat dependent on the thickness of the concrete 
layers. or the number of layers used to represent a member section. 
2.4.3.5 Different alternatives for modelling concrete tension stiffening 
There are some other methods to represent concrete tension stiffening, reported in the 
literature. Among these, Bazant and Oh (1983) used a fictitious additional steel area 
or an equivalent tensile area of concrete at the level of the tension steel to account for 
tension stiffening. Alternatively, Floegl and Mang (1981 and 1982) indirectly included 
concrete tension stiffening in the finite element analysis by the use of bond stress-slip 
relations. An effective moment of inertia of a member section was also used to model 
tension stiffening in research (Branson, 1977). 
It can be seen that various types of tension models have been proposed, to ac-
count for the concrete post-cracking behaviour: linear, bilinear, exponential, rational, 
etc. r sually, the models are only the appropriate representations of experimental be-
haviour of concrete in tension conducted individually. This reflects that there is no 
common understanding in this area. More efforts, especially more experimental data, 
are needed. 
Comparative studies by Damjanic and Owen (1984) and Hinton et al. (1981) have 
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-hown that finite element solutions are significantly affected by the shape and extent 
of the falling branch. 
2.4.4 Finite element modelling of reinforced concrete struc-
tures 
Extensive research has been done in the last two decades on the application of finite 
elements to modelling the behaviour of reinforced concrete. Consequently, several 
techniques were developed with finitf' elenwnt method to reflect the changes in ma-
terial behaviour induced clue to cracking and other nonlinear effects (ASCE, 1982). 
The modelling techniques can be classified into two categories: the discrete crack 
approach and the smeared crack approach. 
In general , both of these two approaches are based on replacing the composite 
continuum by an assembly of finite elements representing the concrete and reinforce-
ment. Cracking is treated as discrete individual cracks between concrete elements in 
the first approach. and as distributt=>d cracks within the elements in the second. 
Furthermore, three crack concepts were gradually evolving with the the smeared 
crack approach: the fixed crack, rotating crack, and multi-dimensional cracks. With 
the fixed crack concept, the orientation of the crack is fixed during the entire com-
putational process, whereas a rotating crack concept allows orientation of the crack 
to co-rotate with the axes of either principle st ress or strain. The multi-dimensional 
smeared crack concept falls in between the fixed and rotating smeared crack con-
cepts, which allows occurrence of more than one crack at the same sampling point 
(Yuzugullu and Schnobrich 1973, Darwin and Pecknold 1976, and Massicotte et al. 
1990). 
2.4.4.1 Discrete crack approach 
The discrete crack approach was fir t introduced in the early days of the application 
of finite element method in reinforced concrete structures. ~ go and Scordelis ( 1967) 
analysed reinforced concrete beams assuming linear elastic material behaviour, using 
either constant strain quadrilateral or triangle elements to represent both concrete and 
main longitudinal reinforcement (Fig. 2.1 ). The vertical shear stirrups were simulated 
bv usin(J' one-dimensional bar elements. The individual cracks were modeled by means 
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of separations at common nodes between finite elements, as depicted in detail in Fig. 
2.11. A linkage element (Fig. 2.llb), having two degrees of freedom hand v, is to 
simulate bond stress-slip (Fig. 2.lla), aggregate interlock and opening or closing of 
the crack (Fig. 2.11 d), by assuming appropriate values of the spring stiffness kh and 
kv· In transferring the dowel shear at a crack (Fig. 2.lle), the main longitudinal 
reinforcement is disconnected from concrete over an effective dowel length, which 
represents the distance over which bond is assumed to be destroyed. 
With this approach the displacements at the cracks can be calculated, hence al-
lowing assessments to be made of the shear stresses due to aggregate interlock and 
dowel action, and of the steel stresses at the cracks. However, the solution is mesh 
dependent since cracks can only form along element boundaries. Thus geometrical 
restrictions on the calculated crack pattern seem inevitable because of the unknown 
nature of crack locations and directions while generating the finite element mesh. The 
redefinition of element topology at a crack is computational inefficient and compli-
cated. Moreover, concepts of fracture mechanics to predict the stress concentrations 
and extensions at the crack tip were ignored in this early work. 
Because of the complications involved in using discrete crack modelling, most 
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Figure 2.11: Analytical models and linkage elements used in the discrete 
crack approach (Scordelis, 1972) (a) analytical model (b) linkage element (c) rein-
forcement representation (d) crack and aggregate interlock (e) effective dowel length 
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present analy · t>~ use the concept in which progressive cracking is assumed to be dis-
tributed over an entire element or at integration points within the element, resulting 
in a meared crack approach. 
2.4.4.2 Smeared crack approach 
The smeared crack approach , originally introduced by Rashid ( 1968), starts from the 
notion of stress and strain and permits a description of a cracked solid in terms of 
stress-strain relations. It is sufficient to switch the initial isotropic stress-strain law to 
an orthotropic law upon crack formation, with axes of orthotropy being determined 
according to the condition of crack initiation. This approach is attractive not only 
because it preserves the topology of the original finite element mesh, but also because 
it does not impose restrictions with respect to the locations and directions of cracks, 
in other words, the axes of orthotropy. For these reasons the smeared crack approach 
quickly replaced the early discrete crack approach and came into widespread use 
during the 1970's. Variations of this approach have been developed by a number of 
researchers (ASCE, 1982). 
a) Multi-layering technique 
The layering technique was first applied to model nonlinear behaviour of concrete 
by Franklin ( 1970) in the analysis of plane frames, and was later widely adopted for 
beams, slabs, plates and shells by many others such as Scanlon (1972), Bergan and 
Holand (1979), Lin and Scordelis (1975), Cope et al. (1980), and Gilbert and Warner 
(1978). The plane section assumed to remain plane after deformation, is divided into 
a number of layers across the depth, with smeared properties in each layer. The steel 
reinforment is likewise represented by a. smeared steel layer. Each layer is assume 
to be under a state of plane stress with perfect bond between layers. The effect of 
cracking is simply averaged over the layer within the region represented by the cracked 
integration point. The material-property laws for the cracked concrete in terms of 
average stresses and strains are then followed and are individually defined for each 
layer across the section thickness. Thus. the summation of material properties across 
a section can be conveniently carried out in the calculation of internal forces and 
moments. 
Despite its simplicity. the layering approach allows for coupling between membrane 
and flexural effects with no extra. effort. Therefore, it is conunonly adopted in solving 
slab problems with rigid boundaries. 
b ) Fracture mechanics approach 
Kaplan (1961) first analysed the cracked concrete with fracture mechanics approach 
where a critical stress intensity factor [{ 1c was used to be a measure of the fracture 
toughness of the concrete as a criterion to govern the material failure. Since then, 
intensive research has been carried out in this area. 
More recent work (Bazant et al., 1979) has shown that the energy consumed in 
fracture of concrete must be correctly modeled in order to obtain objective finite 
element results in general cases. Hiller borg et al. ( 1985 and 1976) further assumed 
that rnicrocracking existed in the intact concrete and concentrated in a narrow region 
(the fracture zone) in front of the crack tip. Upon the formation of fracture zone, the 
stress decreases, the deformation in the fracture zone increases but the deformation 
in the parts away from this region decreases as unloading occurs. In order to define a 
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-tress-deformat ion relation independent of the length over which the deformation is 
measured. t \VO curves were proposed: a stress-strain curve up to the tensile strength. 
and a falling stress-crack width curve to describe the additional deformation in the 
fracture zone after the tensile strength is reached (Fig. 2.12 ). In terms of the energy, 
the area under the stress-strain curve repre:sents the energy per unit volume absorbed 
in the intact zones, while the area under the descending stress-crack width curve 
represents the energy G f absorbed per unit area of the cracked surface within the 
fracture zone. 
vVith this assumption, a fictitious crack model (Fig. 2.1:3) was proposed by Hiller-
borg ( 198;) ). In this model, a crack capable of transferring stresses is used to model 
the fracture zone . The stresses acro:ss the fictitious crack are represented by nodal 
forces, which follows the stress-crack width relation for the fracture zone. A relatively 
coarse mesh could be used, because of the absence of st ress singularity so that the 
absorbed energy is not very sensitive to the mesh size. 
The fictitious crack model was widely accepted by several researchers ( ASCE, 
19 2). :Vlodifications were made so that many other phenomena of concrete can be 
accounted for in this model, such as history-dependence and thermal effects (Rots 
et a!.. 1985). :VI any other methods based on fracture mechanics theories were also 
developed (e.g . Bazant et al. 1983, and Gerstle et al. 1982). 
2.4.5 Representation of reinforcement 
There are at least three alternative representations of reinforcement that are com-
monly used in the finite element analysis of a reinforced concrete member: distributed , 
embeded, and discrete. These three alternatives are illustrated in Fig. 2.14. 
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Figure 2.12: Complete load-deformation relation of concrete in tension (Hillerborg, 
1985) 
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Figure 2.13: Fictitious crack model used in the fracture mechanics approach (Hiller-
borg, 1976) 
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2.4.5.1 Distributed representation 
In this approach, the steel is assumed to be distributed over the concrete element, 
with a particular orientation angle 0. A composite concrete-reinforcement constitutive 
relation is usually used. In order to derive such a relation, perfect bond must be 
assumed between the concrete and steel (e.g. Lin and Scordelis 1975, and Schnobrich 
1977). 
2.4.5.2 Embedded representation 
In the case where higher order isoparametric elements are used, an embedded repre-
sentation can also be used (e.g. Phillips and Zienkiewicz, 1976). The reinforcing bar 
is considered to be an axial member built into isoparametric element such that its 
displacements are consistent with those of the element. Again perfect bond must be 
assumed. 
2.4.5.3 Discrete representation 
A one-dimensional steel element is used in this approach (e.g. Nilson, 1968). Axial 
force members or bar links may be used and assumed to be pin connected with two 
degrees of freedom at the nodal points. Alternatively, beam elements may be used, 
assumed to be capable of resisting axial force, shear, and bending; in this case, three 
degrees of freedom are assigned at each end. In either case, the one-dimensional 
reinforcement elements are easily superimposed on a two-dimensional finite element 
mesh such as might be used to represent the concrete. A significant advantage of the 
discrete representation, in addition to its simplicity, is that it can account for possible 
displacement of the reinforcement with respect to the surrounding concrete. 
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The selection of these approaches is dependent on the nature of the problem to 
be analysed. For particular types of problems, a combination of these three represen-
tation may also be used (ASCE, 1982) . 
2.4.6 Computational difficulties and solution strategies 
The accuracy and efficiency of finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structures 
is largely dependent on the proper description of material behaviour. Computational 
problems of alternative equilibrium states, perhaps due to non-uniqueness of the 
equilibrium path and occurrence of local limit points in a load-deflection analysis 
have been reported by Crisfield (1982a). These often cause numerical difficulties 
in solution convergence during nonlinear iterations. The difficulties were found to 
be related to the softening branch of the concrete complete stress-strain relation in 
tension. 
In order to overcome these unique problems in the finite element analysis of rein-
forced concrete structures, various solution strategies have been developed . A detailed 
survey of different methods is presented by Crisfield ( 1982b). The solution strategies 
can usually be classified into two categories: the solution technique and iteration 
technique. The first approach determines the type of approach used to bring an 
analysis to a converged and adequate solution. Various approaches have been em-
ployed in research, namely load control method, the constant arc-length method, 
the Quasi-Newton method, etc. The iteration techniques are limited to the standard 
and modified Newton Raphson methods and both are widely used in any of the solu-
tion techniques mentioned before. The stiffness matrix is updated at every iteration 
with the standard Newton Raphson technique whereas, the stiffness matrix at the 
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beginning of each load increment is used throughout the iteration process with the 
modified ewton Raphson method. The second approach is usually more economical 
in terms of computing time 1 but requires more iterations to obtain the convergence. 
Three commonly used iteration techniques are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Investigation of the 
Tensile Behaviour of 
High-Strength Concrete 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 General 
Failure of reinforced concrete structures is usually initiated by cracking of plain con-
crete. The cracking process starts at a low tensile stress level associated with a 
very early load stage , and has a significant effect on the behaviour of the concrete 
structural member. After concrete cracks are developed, the concrete between two 
adjacent cracks is still capable of resisting tensile forces induced due to the inherent 
bond effect and aggregate friction interlock. This phenomenon has long been ignored 
in the conunon design practice. Recently, it has become increasingly evident that it 
is necessary to properly simulate the local energy release as cracks propagate in order 
to achieve accurate predictions of the responses of concrete structures, such as load-
deflection characteristics, crack width, bond transfer and shear transfer phenomenon, 
and tension-softening of concrete between cracks. 
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Therefore, cracking has become a very important feature of concrete behavior. 
However, available information in the literature on the tensile properties of high-
strength concrete is very scarce. To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no 
documented information on the softening response and complete load-deformation 
behaviour of high-strength concrete subjected to the uniaxial tension. Furthermore, 
any information that could be obtained was from tests of normal strength concrete 
under direct uniaxial tension. Considering the ever increasing application of high-
strength concrete in heavy duty constructions and offshore application, there is a 
great need for information in this area which has prompted the present research. 
3.1 .2 Test methods 
The terms tensile strength and stress-strain relationship in tension have no absolute 
meanings, but must be expressed in terms of the specific test procedure used . There 
are three test methods to determine the tensile strength of plain concrete. They can 
be classified into two categories: the direct tension test and the indirect tension tests 
that include the beam flexure test and splitting cylinder test. 
Following the ASTM C292 and C78 the modulus of the rupture, a measure of 
tensile strength, can be obtained by testing a plain concrete prism in flexure. Another 
indirect measure of tensile strength can be obtained from splitting cylinder test by 
following ASTM C496 provision. The indirect tensile strengths, as calculated from 
the measurements of the indirect tension tests , are based on the elastic theory. 
Therefore, only the the direct tension test can provide the complete stress-strain 
diagram in tension beyond the elastic behaviour. However, there is no standard test 
procedure for direct tension tests, because of the difficulties associated with applying 
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a pure tensile force to a plain concrete specimen. 
3.1.3 Experimental program 
In this experimental investigation , all three test methods were used to study the ten-
sile behaviour of plain high-strength concrete. At the outset, the experiments of plain 
high-strength concrete under direct uniaxial tension were conducted, in order to reveal 
its unique tensile behaviour including the post-cracking response. The corresponding 
indirect tension tests and compression tests of the identical material were followed. 
Then, the tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete in the cold ocean water envi-
ronment were ex< ined in terms of low temperature effect and exposure duration. 
The performance of the empirical expressions for indirect tensile strengths adopted 
by ACI Committee 363 (1992) were also evaluated against the test results. Finally, 
the recorded results from three different test procedures for concrete in tension are 
compared. 
3.2 Direct uniaxial tension tests 
This section presents the experimental investigation on the behaviour of plain high-
strength concrete subjected to direct uniaxial tension. The special testing method is 
described in detail, which was developed in order to obtain reliable load-deformation 
behaviour of plain high-strength concrete in direct uniaxial tension, including post-
cracking softening response. The strains in crack process zone and elongation for 
various gage lengths were measured during the tests, in order to characterize the 
tensile softening response. 
The experimental investigation reported here was carried out with two main ob-
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jectives: (1) to understand the nature of the softening response of plain high-strength 
concrete under direct uniaxial tension; and (2) to characterize the observed response 
analytically in order to reflect the tension softening behaviour in the nonlinear anal-
ysis of high-strength concrete structures (details in chapter 4). 
3.2.1 Mix design 
The production of quality high-strength concrete that will meet the requirement for 
workability and strength development demands more stringent requirements on ma-
terial selection than for lower-strength concrete. In this study, local materials were 
utilized, based on the recommendations of earlier researchers and test results obtained 
at the concrete laboratory of Memorial lniversity (Marzouk and Hussein 1990). 
The local coarse aggregate employed consisted mostly of crushed quartzite sand-
stone with a minor fraction of siltstone and shale, and with a maximum nominal size 
of 10 mm. Local fine aggregates that had an identical composition to the coarse 
aggregates were utilized in the mix. The fine aggregates consisted mainly of quartzite 
sandstone with a fineness modulus of :3.1. The selection of these specific aggregates 
was based on the observations by Blick ( 1973). In the nux, the ordinary portland 
cement (Type 10) CSA3-A55 with modified C:3A content of about 6% as produced in 
ewfoundland, was used. A 12% replacement of cement by Type F fly ash and 8% 
replacement by silica fume were used on the basis of weight. A neutralized vinsol resin 
air-entraining agent, a nonchloride water-reducing agent of polyhydroxy carboxylic 
base was added. The superplasticizer of sulfonated naphthalene formaldehyde base 
was also included in the mix, in order to yield the desirable concrete workability, due 
to the smaller size of coarse aggregates used. Mix proportions for one cubic metre 
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of high-strength concrete are given Ill Table 3.1 along with the properties of fresh 
concrete obtained from the tests. 
The sieve analysis of aggregates was conducted according to ASTM C 135. Tests 
for determination of specific gravity and absorption percentage were also carried out 
conforming to the ASTM C 127 and ASTM C 128 , respectively. The grading and the 
physical properties of both fine and coarse aggregates are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 
respectively. 
3.2.2 . Test sp ecimens 
A total of 2:2 specimens with dimensions of :20 x 75 x :300 mm were cast in special 
plexiglass molds fabricated for specimens. The fresh concrete was placed into the 
molds in three layers in order to yield specimens as compact as possible. Then , the 
molds were transferred onto a vibrating table and subjected to light vibration to 
facilitate the casting. The moulded specimens were covered with water saturated 
burlap and left in the casting room at 20 oc for 24 hours before being immersed in 
water and left to cure for another 27 days. The direct tension tests were carried out 
at the concrete age of about 28 days. 
The direct tension specimens were notched on both edges. The notches were cut 
by a circular diamond concrete saw with notch dimensions of 11 mm deep and 3 mm 
wide respectively. The selection of notch dimensions was based on the fracture energy 
concept as explained later. The width of the fracture process zone (we) is assumed to 
remain constant before and after cracking. In addition, the value of W e before cracking 
can be assumed to be equal to 2 times notch depth plus notch width, that is we = 25 
mm. This is based on the assumption that the stress trajectories in cracking process 
Table 3.1: Mix proportions for 1m3 of high-strength concrete and properties of fresh concrete 
Cementing material Aggregate & water Chemical admixture Fresh concrete property 
kg kg ml 
Cement 440 Fine 660 Air entraining agent 360 Slump 9.4 mm 
Fly ash 66 Coarse 1100 Retarder 17600 Air content 4.2% 
Silica Fume 44 Water 165 Superplasticizer 13200 Density 2390 kg/m3 
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Table 3.2: Grading of aggregates 
Coarse aggregate Fine aggregate 
Sieve Cumulative Sieve Cumulative 
SIZe percentage SIZe percentage 
passing passmg 
11.1 mm 95.00 4.75 mm (No. 4) 99.94 
9.50 mm 77.90 2.36 mm (No. 8) 81.00 
6.40 mm 35.30 1.18 mm (No.16) 48.00 
4.75 mm 19.40 600 J-Lm (No. 30) 30.08 
300 J-Lm (No. 50) 15.05 
150 J-Lm (No.100) 5.50 
Pan 1.50 
Table 3.3: Physical properties of aggregates 
Physical properties Coarse aggregate Fine aggregate 
Bulk specific gravity, SSD 2.615 2.684 
Apparent specific gravity 2.640 2.804 
Absorption, Percentage 0.568 0.532 
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zone expand at a 4.5 degree angle into other regions away from it on either side. This 
also prompts that an extensometer of 25 m1n gage length be used across each notch 
in order to measure the cracking deformation in the fracture process zone. Hence, We 
was 2.5 times dmax' the maximum nominal aggregate size (10 mm). The ratio of We 
to dmax fell into the normal range of 1.5 to 4.0 for various types of concrete as stated 
by Bazant and Oh (1983) based on their extensive analysis of several test results 
obtained from various researchers and performed on different types of test set-up. 
It was observed that there was no microcracking introduced due to the cutting 
process. The finished direct tension specimens before testing are shown in Fig. 3.1. 
The notched specimens were selected based on the observations that the average 
responses of the notched and unnotched specimens were identical, and both notched 
and unnotched specimens failed at a single critical section (one major crack), as 
reported by Gopalaratnam and Shah ( 1985). 
3.2.3 Test set-up 
Two main problems are usually encountered in testing of brittle, tension-weak ma-
terials in direct tension: the inability to eliminate total failure of the specimen at 
or near the grips where uniaxial stress conditions do not exist, and the inability to 
obtain stable post-peak response. In this study, a special test setup was fabricated in 
order to overcome these two problems . The test set-up is similar to that developed 
by Gopalaratnam and Shah (1985). 
Inevitably some modification and refinement to the experimental arrangements 
and test procedure were made in response to the difficulties encountered and expe-
rience gained. Only the final experimental setup is described here but other salient 
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points are also highlighted. 
The testing system consisted of a closed-loop servohydraulic universal testing ma-
chine, a pair of special wedge-type frictional grips, and a high-speed data acquisition 
system. The frictional grips and fixture attachment to the specimen are shown in 
Fig. 3.2. The special wedge-type friction grips were designed to assure that the 
fracture could occur away from the grips. The grips consisted of self-clamping steel 
and aluminum wedges and a universal joint connection to the loading machine. This 
allowed freedom of rotation along coordinate axes and eliminated the possibility of 
inducing end moments in the specimens. The wedge action was provided by sliding 
soft aluminum wedges over angled steel wedges. A 5 mm thick layer of gasket rubber 
with double surfaces serrated was introduced between the specimen and vertical face 
of aluminum wedges in order to enhance the friction interaction between wedges and 
specimen. This also allowed a uniform transfer of shear stresses from the grips to 
the concrete specimens. The steel wedges on each vertical face were held together by 
four ties which applied a moderate amount of pressure on the specimen surface prior 
to the application of the test load. It was shown that the self-clamping force of grips 
was sufficient enough to hold a specimen until it broke into two pieces. 
3.2 .4 Inst rumentation 
A servohydraulic universal testing machine was employed with a rigid loading frame 
throughout the tests in this study. The loading system consisted of a hydraulic 
actuator and load cell with maximum capacity of 100 kN and 91 kN respectively. 
The actuator had a piston area of 48.9 cm2 with a dynamic and static stroke capacity 
of 152 mm and 168 mm respectively. Both tension and compression can be monitored 
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Figure 3.2: Loading frame and wedge-type frictional grips used for direct tension test 
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through the load cell employed. 
The test controlling system, MTS 8.50 structure test system, consisted of an MTS 
410 Digital Function Generator, MTS 41:3 Master Control Panel, MTS 417 Counter 
Panel and MTS 430 Digital Indicator. Tests can be performed with three modes, 
namely, load control, stroke control and strain control. The strain control testing 
technique was utilized throughout the tests. 
The specimen was placed in parallel to the two columns of the rigid loading frame 
and loaded to maintain a constant rate of specimen deformation. It was observed 
that a specimen could fail in an unstable manner when a feedback signal to the 
servocontroller was used to control the rate of loading through an MTS built-in linear 
variable differential transducer (LVDT) with a gage length of 200 mm. This was 
due to the partial unloading of some parts of the specimen away from the crack 
after cracking was initiated in the specimen. As a result, even though the total 
elongation increased at the controlled rate, local deformations immediately across the 
crack increased drastically, sometimes resulting in a premature and unstable failure. 
Failure was less likely to occur if a smaller gage length was used for the feedback 
signal. However, with a smaller gage length, the possibility of cracking outside the 
gage length increased. If a crack formed outside the gage length unstable failure could 
occur. This dichotomy was avoided in the present investigation by providing a notch 
at the center of the specimen on both its sides and using the deformation across the 
notch through a electromechanical extenso meter (gage length of 25 mm) to control 
the loading (Fig. 3.3). This arrangement insured a stable post-peak response. The 
test set-up is shown in Fig. :3.4. 
In order to obtain the strain distribution in the crack process zone, six electrical 
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resistance strain gages and four special concrete strain gages with gage length of 6 
mm and 50 mm, respectively, were attached to both faces of some specimens (Fig. 
:3.5). The output of the strain gages along with the load and deformation data was 
automatically logged into the data aquisition system (System 200, from Sciemetric 
Instruments INC) and later processed for analysis. The output of the electromechani-
cal extensometer and the load data were simultaneously logged into the X-Y Recorder 
(Hewlett Packard, Model 7046A) during the test. The general arrangement of the 
closed-loop test scheme and associated instrumentation is highlighted in the block 
diagram (Fig. 3.6). 
3 .2.5 Test procedure 
The strain-controlled tests of plain high-strength concrete in direct uniaxial tension 
were performed as described previously. The load was applied with a hydraulic ac-
tuator controlled through a closed-loop universal testing machine in strain operating 
mode. Total testing time for each specimen was about 4 hours with an approximate 
strain rate of 0.02J..Lc per second. The slow strain rate was employed in an attempt 
to record a significant part of the descending branch of the complete stress-strain 
curve and to minimize the effect of the machine energy release. It was observed that 
higher strain rate usually resulted in a premature and unstable failure. This could be 
attributed to the more brittle nature of high-strength concrete as compared to lower 
strength concrete. 
Readings from load cell and electromechanical extensometer were constantly dis-
played and monitored through the HP X-Y Recorder. The output of strain gages 
together with load and deformation data were continuously scanned and recorded 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Electromechanical 
extenaometer 
25 mm gage length 
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Note: 
Gages 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
are located on the reverse 
of the concrete specimen 
Figure 3.5: Strain gage arrangements 
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into a data aquisition system and constantly displayed through the use of a com-
puter. 
3.2.6 Experimental observation and discussion 
3.2.6.1 Stress-deformation curves 
Test results of some specimens reflected a stable failure and a complete load-deformation 
curve as shown in Figs. 3. 7, 3.8 and :3.9. The deformation of these specimens was 
perfectly under control. Stress and strain increased proportionally up to an elastic 
limit of about .SO% of the maximum stress. Thereafter, the strain increased more 
quickly and the stress-strain curve began to respond nonlinearly. The maximum ten-
sile stress was reached when the corresponding strain was measured between 100.5 
and 136.9 f.-LE; the curve then descended sharply. It was observed that the cracking 
was initiated at one side of the specimen soon after peak load, at the point where the 
electromechanical extensometer was mounted. A single crack propagated towards the 
other end of the specimen. No cracks were observed prior to the peak load, although 
other investigators have reported microcracks prior to the peak load (Terrien 1982 
and Hillerborg 1985). 
As the crack developed, the load decreased and cracking deformation increased 
slowly. A crack developed gradually across the width of the section when the total 
cracking deformation was about 3.5-4.5 times the deformation at peak stress. The 
corresponding residual load was about 20 to :30 percent of the maximum load due to a 
small residual tensile area and aggregate interaction of the cracking section. It can be 
seen that the specimens exhibited a substantial post-cracking tensile resistance. The 
cracked surfaces appeared to be connected and/ or bridged by aggregates or crystals 
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and the observed cracking deformation was only a measure of the average separation 
of these surfaces. The ten strain gage measurements indicated that after cracking the 
cracking strains increased sharply, while the strains on the other parts away from the 
cracking zone decreased as load decreased. 
Finally, the single crack through the section widened so much that the specimens 
were broken into two pieces. Most parts of the broken section passed through the 
aggregates; a minor percentage passed through the cementing materials. A close-up 
photo of a specimen after cracking is presented in Fig. :3.1 0. 
3.2.6.2 Mechanical properties 
Some of the average material properties obtained from the tests which yielded a 
complete load-deformation (p-8) curve are summarized in Table 3.4. Values reported 
herein include the peak stress and corresponding strain (f:,tto); initial modulus of 
elasticity Eo and secant modulus of elasticity at peak stress Ep; and the corresponding 
ratios of the initial modulus to the secant modulus at peak E0 / EP. The initial modulus 
of elasticity E0 , is defined as the secant modulus at the stress of ~ J:. The statistical 
analysis of the corresponding test results was also completed in this study. 
It can be obtained from the statistical analysis that the test results are quite 
consistent and reliable. In comparison, results of the strain at peak f.to and initial 
modulus E0 were more scattered with a coefficient of variation of 12.7% and 12.5% 
respectively. The coefficient of variation for peak stress J: and corresponding secant 
modulus were 7.7% and 7.6% respectively. The mean peak stress was 3.29 MPa, 
ranging from 3.07 to 3.62 MPa with a standard deviation of 0.26 MPa. The strain 
varied between 100.5-136.9 J-lf. with a mean value of 119.6 J-lf. and a standard deviation 
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Figure 3. 7: Typical stress-strain curve for a high-strength concrete specimen under 
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Figure 3.10: A close-up of . . specimen after cracking 
Table 3.4: Typical results of high-strength concrete specimens under 
direct tension (stable p-o curve) 
Specimen Direct tension test 
dimension f~ Experimental specimen designation 
mm MPa measurement HS 1 HS 2 HS 3 HS 4 
J:, MPa 3.067 3.118 3.620 3.369 
€to, J.U 114.9 100.5 136.9 122.0 
20 X 75 X 300 74.154* E0 , kN/mm2 47.01 59.81 52.97 45.82 
Ep, kN/mm2 26.69 31.03 26.44 27.62 
Eo/Ep 1.761 1.928 2.003 1.659 
*Determined from compression tests of corresponding standard concrete cylin-
ders (152.5 x 305mm) 
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of 1.5.1 fU .. The large mean ratio (Eo/ Ep=l.84) of initial modulus to secant modulus 
at peak may indicate tlw severe material nonlinearity of high-strength concrete in the 
ascending branch of stress-strain curve. 
3.2. 7 Summary 
High-strength concrete exhibits a appreciable post-cracking resistance under direct 
tension as shown in Figs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. The descending branch of the complete 
stress-cracking strain curve in direct tension is due to the reduction of the effective 
tensile area. The observed post-cracking resistance of high-strength in direct tension 
can be explained due to the residual effective tensile area and bridging of cracked 
surfaces through the interaction of aggregates and fibrous crystals. The concrete 
post-peak softening response is related to widening of a single crack developed across 
the section. Generally, the crack occurs at the weakest part of the critical section and 
spreads gradually across the critical notched section. After cracking, the cracking 
strains increase sharply, while the strains on the other parts away from the cracking 
zone decrease as load decreases. 
The initial modulus of elasticity of high-strength concrete in tension is high, with 
a mean value of .51.40 x 103 kN /mm.2 , due to the brittle nature of high-strength 
concrete. The relatively severe nonlinearity of the ascending branch of the average 
stress-strain curve of high-strength concrete in tension beyond the elastic limit was 
observed, as indicated by the ratio of the initial modulus to the secant modulus at 
peak stress. 
In general, the strain at peak stress ( Eto ) increased proportional to the tensile 
strength. The measured values are between 100.5-136.9 fl.E. The recorded tensile 
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strains were more scattered than the measured tensile strengths. The tensile strength 
of high-strength concrete in direct tension was measured to be approximately equal 
to 4.8%/~-
The testing scheme developed in this study for high-strength concrete in direct 
tension is capable of performing the required tests and yielding a complete stress-
cracking deformation relation . 
3.3 Indirect tension tests 
3.3.1 Experimental observations 
Tests on the modulus of rupture and splitting tensile strength of high-strength con-
crete were performed, in order to evaluate the empirical expressions adopted by ACI 
Committee 363 (1992). The indirect tensile strengths were obtained from the two 
different sets of specimens. The first set tests, used to obtain the modulus of rup-
ture, were conducted on 75 x 75 x 300 mm prisms loaded at midpoint on a 300 mm 
span with a closed-loop MTS testing machine. The tests were conforrrling to the 
procedure of ASTM C78 (Fig. 3.11 ). The second set tests, used to obtain the split-
ting tensile strength, were conducted on 1.52 x 305 mm standard concrete cylinders 
loaded through a 2670 kN (600 Kips) Soil test compression testing machine according 
to ASTM C496 procedure (Fig. 3.12). 
The corresponding compression tests of the identical concrete at the age of about 
28 days were also conducted at the room temperature in order to deterrrline the 
compressive strength. The test results are given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. 
Figure 3. 11: Test set-up and ~~strumentation for f' 
r 
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Figure 3.12: Tee-t se·::-un B.nd ins ': rumentation for f ' 
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Table 3.5: Comparison of ACI Expression 
to test results (f~n Eq. 3.1) 
Age ACI Test ACI 
f~ (MPa) (Days) f~t (MPa) f~t (MPa) Test 
69.1 28 4.86 4.95 0.98 
68.8 28 4.86 5.12 0.95 
Table 3.6: Comparison of ACI Expression 
to test results (J;, Eq. 3.2) 
Age ACI Test ACI 
f~ (MPa) (Days) J: (MPa) J: (MPa) Test 
69.1 28 7.73 7.16 1.08 
68.8 28 7.73 6.44 1.20 
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3.3.2 Evaluation of the ACI empirical expressions 
Based on the values reported by various investigators 1 the ACI Committee 363 ( ACI1 
1992) recommended the following equations for the predictions of the indirect tensile 
strengths1 as measured by the splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture from 
the corresponding compressive strength: 
where1 
f~t = o .. s9{fi M Pa 
I:. = 0.94{fi M Pa 
f:t Splitting tensile strength 
J;. Modulus of rupture 
f~ Concrete compressive strength 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The predictions of Eqs. :3.1 and 3.2 are compared to the experimentally determined 
values at the room temperature. The comparisons are made with respect to a very 
common concrete test age of 28 days and are presented in Tables :3.5 and 3.6. It is 
found that the empirical expressions adopted by ACI Committee 363 (1992) provided 
fairy good estimates of splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture. 
3.4 Relation of tensile and compressive strengths 
In order to illustrate the relationship of the compressive and tensile strengths of 
high-strength concrete1 the compression tests and three types of tension tests were 
conducted on the same material. More experimental results of direct tensile strength 
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were obtained that are given in Table :3.7 . The corresponding experimentally deter-
mined values of compressive strength and modulus of rupture are listed in Tables 3.8 
and 3.9 respectively. 
The values of modulus of rupture were determined under midpoint loading. The 
related prism-shaped specimens were additionally cast for this comparison study 
using the same mix proportion as for the specimens in direct tension, splitting and 
compression tests. The results are presented in Table 3.1 0. 
3.4 .1 Variability of tensile and compressive strengths 
The test measurement are summarized in Table 3.11 together with the results of 
related statistical analysis. It can be seen that the results of compressive strength 
were very consistent with a variation coefficient of only 4.8% . The most scattered 
results were associated with the direct tensile strength that had a variation coefficient 
of 13.1 %. This could be attributed to the nature of concrete, where coarse aggregate 
articles are distributed randomly and aggregate-mortar bond strength differs from 
the tensile strength of mortar itself (detailed in section 3.2.6) . Therefore, concrete 
responded more unfavourably in tension than in compression. 
3.4.2 Relation of tensile and compressive strengths 
It was observed that the direct tensile strength was only recorded as 4.8% f~, where 
f~ was the measured compressive strength of the identical material. The splitting 
tensile strength was about 7.2% f~, whereas the modulus of rupture was about 9.4% 
f~ (Table 3.12). 
It was found that the modulus of rupture values (J:) were about 30 percent higher 
than tensile strength measured from the splitting test. The measured splitting tensile 
Table 3. 7: Direct tensile strength of high-strength concrete (J;, MPa) 
Tension Mean* Recorded Statistical analysis 
specimen compressive direct tensile strength Mean Standard Coefficient 
dimensions strength J: strength deviation of 
(mm) f~ (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) variation 
3.067 3.118 3.620 3.369 3.369 
3.519 2.846 3.118 3.570 4.224 
20 X 75 X 300 74.154 4.022 4.123 4.073 3.771 3.469 3.526 0.461 13.1% 
3.369 3.318 2.715 4.626 3.419 
3.483 3.519 - - -
*Determined from compression tests of corresponding standard concrete cylinders (152.5 x 305mm) 
Table 3.8: Compressive strength of high-strength concrete (J~, MPa) 
Standard Compressive strength Statistical analysis 
cylinder !~ Mean Standard Coefficient 
dimensions (MPa) strength deviation of 
(mm) No. 1 No. 2 No.3 No. 4 No. 5 (MPa) (MPa) variation 
152.5 X 305 70.250 77.080 70.740 74.640 78.060 74.154 3.569 4.8% 
Table 3.9: Splitting tensile strength of high-strength concrete (f~o MPa) 
Splitting Mean* Splitting tensile strength Statistical analysis 
cylinder compressive f~t Mean Standard Coefficient 
dimensions strength (MPa) strength deviation of 
(mm) !~ (MPa) No. 1 No. 2 No.3 (MPa) (MPa) variation 
152.5 X 305 69.133 4.750 5.220 4.890 4.953 0.241 4.9% 
*Determined from compression tests of corresponding standard concrete cylinders 
with dimensions of 152.5 x 305mm 
Table 3.10: Modulus of rupture of high-strength concrete (J:, MPa) 
Flexural Mean• Modulus of rupture Statistical analysis 
pnsm compressive J: Mean Standard Coefficient 
dimensions strength (MPa) strength deviation of 
(mm) f~ (MPa) No. 1 & 2 No.3 & 4 No.5 & 6 No.7 & 8 (MPa) (MPa) variation 
7.196 6.930 6.663 6.575 
76 X 76 X 305 68.8 6.441 U.572 8.9% 
6.663 5.775 5.508 6.219 
*Determined from compression tests of corresponding standard concrete cylinders (152.5mm x 305mm) 
Table 3.11: Variability of tensile and compressive 
strengths of high-strength concrete 
Mean Standard Coefficient 
strength deviation of 
Type of test MPa MPa variation 
Direct tension test, J: 3.526 0.461 13.1% 
Splitting tension test t, f~t 4.953 0.241 4.9% 
Modulus of rupture*, J; 6.441 0.572 8.9% 
Compression test, f~ 74.154 3.569 4.8% 
tThe corresponding compressive mean strength was 69.1 MPa 
*The corresponding compressive mean strength was 68.8 MPa 
Table 3.12: Relation of compressive and tensile 
strengths of high-strength concrete 
~~ J: f~t J: f~t J: J: 
MPa ~~ ~~ ~~ J: J: f~t 
69.133 - 0.072 -
74.154 0.048 - - 1.500* 1.958* 1.306* 
68.800 - - 0.094 
*Normalized values were used in calculation 
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strength was about 50 percent higher than the direct tensile strength. In addition 
the measured modulus of rupture was almost 200 percent of direct tensile strength. 
3 .4.3 Summary 
Various types of tension tests have been used for plain high-strength concrete testing: 
the direct tension test, the modulus of rupture test, and the splitting test . The results 
from three kinds of tests were considerably different (Table 3.11 ). The measured 
modulus of rupture and splitting tensile strength were about 100 percent and 50 
percent higher than the measured direct tensile strength. As experimentally observed, 
only the direct tension test could provide the complete stress-deformation diagram in 
tension beyond the elastic behaviour. All the specimens in both modulus of rupture 
and splitting tests resulted in a sudden failure. 
High-strength concrete is relatively weaker in tension compared to normal strength 
concrete, when compared to the corresponding compressive strength. The measured 
direct tensile strength was as low as 4.8 percent of the corresponding compressive 
strength measured. The splitting tensile strength was measured as 7.2 percent of 
compressive strength, whereas it could be as high as 10 percent for lower strength 
concrete (Dewar, 1964). This indicated that the tensile strength of high-strength 
concrete did not increase at the same rate as the compressive strength increased. 
3.5 Effect of low ocean water temperature 
3.5 .1 Experimental details 
For the sake of simplicity only the indirect tensile strengths were examined with 
respect to the low ocean water temperature, in order to illustrate its effect on the 
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tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete. A total of over 40 concrete cylinders and 
80 concrete prisms was tested for determining the modulus of rupture and splitting 
tensile strength respectively. The mix proportions were the same as those used for 
direct tension specimens (section :3.2). The moulded specimens were covered with 
water saturated burlap and left in the casing room at 20 °C for 24 hours. They were 
then demoulded and transferred to the water tanks until required for testing. 
The five water tanks were filled with ocean water with different temperatures of 20 
oc 10 °C, 0 °C -5 °C and -10 °C respectively. At each temperature, two specimens 
were tested after being exposed to cold ocean water for 1, 7. 14 and 28 clays. 
The indirect tensile strengths were obtained from the two different sets of speci-
mens. The first set tests, used to obtain the modulus of rupture, were conducted on 
75 x 75 x 300 rnrn prisms loaded at midpoint on a 300 mm span with a close-loop 
MTS testing machine. The tests were conforming to the procedure of ASTM C78 
(Fig. 3.11 ). The second set tests, used to obtain the splitting tensile strength, were 
conducted on 75 x 150 mm cylinders loaded through a 2670 kN (600 Kips) Soiltest 
compression testing machine according to ASTM C496 procedure (Fig . 3.12). The 
relatively small size specimens were employed, clue to the size limitation of the water 
tanks . 
3.5 .2 Experimental observations and discussions 
The experimentally measured values of splitting tensile strength and modulus of rup-
ture are given in Tables 3.13 and :3.14. 
As can be seen from Tables 3.13 and :3.14, strengths increased in general with 
exposure time at various temperatures. The strength gain with concrete age at the 
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temperature of 20 °C is presented in Table :3.15. The ratios of strengths at 7 days 
to 28 days were 0.72 and 0.78 for splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture 
respectively. These values are higher than those of normal strength concrete that 
were reported as 0.7-0.75 (Parrot, 1969). 
As temperature decreased, the strength gain with exposure time tends to be less. 
At temperature of 20 °C, the ratios of strength gain at 28 days to 1 day were 89% 
and 82% for splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture respectively, while the 
strength gain ratios for the same period at the lowest test temperature of -10 °C were 
only 36% and 52%. The recorded testing data are graphically presented in Figs. 3.13 
through 3.16 for splitting tensile strength and modulus of rupture respectively. 
As revealed by recorded test results presented in Fig. :3.1:3 through Fig. 3.16, the 
low temperature and sulfate associated with cold ocean water had severely adverse 
effect on the indirect tensile strengths of high-strength concrete. This is due to the 
effect of cold ocean water on the cement hydration of high-strength concrete made 
with silica fume and fly ash. 
The hydration of ordinary portland cement concrete at normal temperature con-
sists mainly of calcium silicate hydrate, hydrates of calcium aluminates and calcium 
aluminate ferrites, and calcium hydroxides. Also, the hydrated products contain some 
quantities of unhydrated cement and water in both evaporable and nonevaporable 
forms. Furthermore, the calcium hydroxide (hydrated lime), which is the by-product 
of the hydration process, reacts at room temperature with the silica fume and fly ash 
to form tobermorite gel that has a very strong and stable cementing quality. 
As the temperature decreased in the tests, the hydration process was slowed down. 
Hence, the rate of evolution of calcium hydroxide decreased. Therefore, the recorded 
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tes t results showed that the rate of strength gain tended to be less as temperature 
decreased. 
The ocean water has a rich sulfate content. Normally sulfate reacts with calcium 
hydroxide and calcium silicate hydrate to form gypsum and calcium sulfoalluminat 
These newly formed compounds are much weaker and have greater volume that leads 
to the expansion and deterioration of concrete. Since the hydration process almost 
ceased at temperature of -10 °C, the calcium hydroxide was free to react with the sul-
fate . This reaction caused the lower rate of maturity and deterioration of concrete at 
lower temperatures. While at normal temperature, the pozzolanic reaction consumed 
free calcium hydroxide and rendered the aluminate-bearing phase inactive. Therefore, 
the sulfate attack had no evident effect on the strengths at room temperature of 20 
oc. 
Table 3.13: Effect of cold ocean water on the split-
ting tensile strength 
Exposure time (Days) 1 7 14 28 
f~ (MPa) Temperature (°C) f~t (MPa) 
20 3.05 4.15 5.43 5.76 
10 2.93 4.09 4.63 4.83 
67.7 0 2.80 4.02 4.57 4.63 
-5 2.68 3.90 4.02 4.24 
-10 2.56 3.41 3.66 3.46 
Table 3.14: Effect of cold ocean water on the mod-
ulus of rupture 
Exposure time (Days) 1 7 14 28 
f~ (MPa) Temperature (°C) J: (MPa) 
20 3.82 5.42 5.55 6.93 
10 3.82 4.98 5.86 6.62 
67.7 0 3.38 4.62 5.24 5.91 
-5 3.64 4.39 4.69 5.86 
-10 3.55 4.22 4.18 5.42 
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Table 3.15: Strength gain with concrete age 
(specimens at 20 °C) 
Concrete age Ratio of strength 
MPa 7 Days 28 days at 7 days to 28 days 
f~t 4.15 5.76 0.72 
J: 5.42 6.93 0.78 
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Chapter 4 
Constitutive Relationship of 
High-Strength Concrete in 
Uniaxial Tension 
4. 1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a recommended analytical expression by which measurements 
from high-strength concrete specimens tested under the direct uniaxial tension are 
characterized into a realistic tension softening model. The tension softening model 
is significant for any accurate nonlinear analysis of high-strength concrete structural 
members, since the cracking and post-cracking behaviour is a very important feature 
of high-strength concrete. 
At the outset , the typical continuous tension softening models available for normal 
strength concrete are described. The performance of the existing models are evaluated 
against the test results of high-strength concrete. A realistic tension softening model 
for high-strength concrete is then developed, based on the experimental measurements 
obtained in this study. The understanding of tension softening nature of high-strength 
concrete is enhanced by comparison to that of lower-strength concrete in terms of 
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fracture energy, mechanical properties and entire load-deformation response. 
4.2 Development of tension softening model for 
high-strength concrete 
Various types of tension softening models have been proposed for plain concrete in 
uniaxial tension: linear, bilinear, exponential, rational, etc., as detailed in chapter 2. 
Usually, the existing models are only the appropriate representations of experimental 
behaviour of normal strength concrete specimens conducted individually. There is no 
common understanding in this area. Moreover, there is no documented data on the 
tension softening behaviour of high-strength concrete in uniaxial tension. 
In an attempt to establish a tension softening model for high-strength concrete 
investigated in this study, three typical continuous tension softening models for nor-
mal strength concrete reported by Carreira and Chu ( 1986), Guo and Zhang ( 1987), 
and Gopalaratnam and Shah (1985) respectively were evaluated against experimental 
measurements obtained in this investigation. AU three models selected have one im-
portant feature that they are continuous in stress-displacement relationships prior to 
and beyond the peak stress. Abrupt discontinuities in the stiffness are characteristic 
of linear approximations of the softening behavior and are likely to pose instabilities 
in certain numerical schemes. Therefore, the linear softening model should be avoided 
for the generality of application. 
4.2 .1 Typical continuous tension softening models for nor-
mal strength concrete 
Carreira and Chu ( 1986) recommended a single serpentine curve to represent the 
average stress-strain response of concrete in tension that was exactly the same form 
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as suggested for concrete in compression, but with a different value of parameter {3: 
where, 
!t 
ff 
ft the tensile stress corresponding to tensile strain Et 
J: direct tensile strength 
Eto the tensile strain at peak stress J: 
( 4.1) 
f3 a parameter that depends on the shape of the stress-strain diagram 
The average stress-strain relationship given in Eq. 4.1 represents the overall or re-
sultant behaviour in tension and can be used for both plain concrete and reinforced 
concrete by a suitable choice of parameters (3 . Therefore, the combined effects of 
cracking, slippage, and bond along the reinforcement may be included. 
In addition, two separate equations continued at peak stress were proposed to 
describe the complete stress-deformation relationship by Guo and Zhang (1987). A 
high order polynomial was suggested for the ascending branch to count for the stiff 
behaviour of concrete prior to cracking. For the descending branch, a rational poly-
nomial was recommended with two adjustable parameters a and f3 that depend on 
the shape of the stress-strain diagram. These two equations are given as follows: 
where, 
y = 1.2x- 0.2x6 
.z; 
y=------
a(x -1).6 + x 
X :S 1.0 ( 4.2) 
X 2: 1.0 ( 4.3) 
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y the relative stress ft/ J: 
x the relative strain ct/ Eta 
The parameter f3 was suggested as 1. 7 and a should be determined by the least 
square method for individual experimental curves of specimens. The complete stress-
deformation curve is similar in shape to that recommended by Carreira and Chu 
(1986). 
Furthermore, the concept of the stress-crack width relationship (few) of concrete 
in tension was introduced by Gopalaratnam and Shah (1985) and Petersson (1981), 
rather than a stress-strain relationship. Gopalaratnam and Shah ( 1985) recommended 
two separate equations to describe the ascending and descending branches that were 
continuous at peak stress. A simple expression was proposed for the uniaxial tensile 
stress-strain curve up to the peak stress value: 
(4.4) 
where, 
Et initial tangential modulus of concrete 
ft, J:, Et, and Eta are same as those previous defined 
The value of A is always greater than one for any material exhibiting pre-peak nonlin-
earity. As a result, the slope of stress-strain curve is always zero at the peak. For the 
descending part, the unique relationship between stress-crack width was suggested 
as: 
( 4.5) 
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where, 
w the crack width 
k,). the constants 
For the sake of continuity at the peak, the constant ). was assumed as 1.01. For this 
value of>., a value of k = 1.544 x 10-3 was recommended (when w was expressed in 
rillcroinches), based on the best fit to the experimentally determined values of ft-W 
diagram. In order to obtain displacement for any gage length or finite element mesh 
size, the strains in the ascending portions are simply multiplied by the gage length. 
In the descending portion, the total displacement is given by 
( 4.6) 
where the various terms are defined in Fig. 2.llj . The first two terms are gage length 
dependent quantities, while the third term is independent of gage length. The gage 
length dependence, however, vanishes at large displacements. A smooth transition is 
achieved from the ascending portion, where the stress-strain relationship is unique, 
to the softening region, where the stress-crack width relationship is unique. This 
formulation eliminates the need to subscribe to characteristic lengths attributed b: 
some other investigators as a material or a finite element mesh property. 
4.2.2 Evaluation of the existing tension softening models 
Comparisons of three typical continuous models to test results are presented in Fig. 
4.1 through Fig. 4.3, respectively, where the existing models are optimized in the 
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post-cracking region with the least square method to fit the test data obtained in this 
study. In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the relative average cracking strain is used. The average 
cracking strain is calculated as the ratio of the measured deformation over the gage 
length. In Fig. 4.3 the stress is plotted as a function of relative average cracking 
width. The average cracking width is denoted as w. The parameter of Wt used in the 
Fig. 4.3 is equal to (w+8P), where 8P is the concrete tensile deformation at the peak 
load. Actual crack width of a specimen should be the difference between the reading 
of the deformation transducer and the deformation of uncracked concrete. Since the 
latter is negligible, measured deformation is considered as the average crack width of 
concrete. 
It should be noted that the relative or normalized deformation is used in the 
comparisons, in order to eliminate any possible effects of gage length, loading speed, 
etc. Therefore, the proposed model will have a broader application. 
It has been found that among the three selected models, Guo and Zhang ( 1987) 
expression (Eq. 4.3) appears to be the best in describing the post-peak response of 
high-strength concrete, after optimization of the model in the post-peak region with 
respect to the test data of high-strength concrete. 
4 .2.3 R ecomme nded t ension softening mode l for high-strength 
concrete 
Based on the test evidence obtained in this experimental investigation (refer to chap-
ter 3), an analytical model is recommended for plain high-strength concrete in the 
uniaxial tension. This model assumes a realistic stress-deformation relationship . It 
is similar to the expression proposed Guo and Zhang ( 1987) for normal strength con-
crete in the post-peak region. The parameters a and {3 are determined from results 
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of the plain high-strength concrete specimens tested in uniaxial tension as 1.3863 
and 1.66.55, respectively, by a nonlinear optimization method. The small value of 
parameter a indicates the brittle nature of high-strength concrete that rapidly loses 
its stress-carrying capacity after the peak-stress in tension. 
For the ascending portion of the softening model, a simple parabolic expression is 
proposed for the uniaxial stress-deformation curve up to the peak stress value, based 
on a regression analysis of the equation to the test data obtained. 
Thus , the constitutive relationship of plain high-strength concrete in uniaxial ten-
sion can be expressed in two equations as follows: 
y = 2x- x2 
X 
y = -------------------
2.8400( X - 1) 1.6655 + X 
where, 
y the relative stress ft/ f{ 
x the relative strain tt/ f.to 
X :S 1.0 
X 2: 1.0 
(4.7) 
( 4.8) 
These two equations are continuous at the peak stress in terms of deformation and 
slope. The latter satisfies all four boundary conditions: at x = 1, y = 1; at x = 
1, dyjdx = 0; when x ---t oo, y ---t 0; and when x ---t oo, dyjdx ---t 0. Comparison 
of the reconm1ended tension softening model to typical experimental observations 
obtained from plain high-strength concrete specimens tested in direct uniaxial tension 
is graphically presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4 . .5. It is evident from these figures that the 
recommended model follows the test measurements satisfactorily. 
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Table 4.1: Comparison of high-strength to normal strength concrete in direct tension 
Direct tension tests 
Specimen 
!~ Dimension J: fto X 106 Eo x 10-3 
Concrete MPa mm Designation MPa strain MPa J:l !~ 
HS1 3.067 114.90 47.01 4. 1% 
HS3 3.620 136.90 52.97 4.9% 
High- HS4 3.369 122.00 45.82 4.5% 
strength 74.154* 20 X 75 X 300 
Mean value 3.352 124.6 48.6 4.5% 
NS1 2.295 111.16 24.10 7.3% 
NS2 2.037 88.93 22.90 6.5% 
Normal 100 X 100 X 210 NS3 2.819 118.97 30.30 9.0% 
strength 31.410t (70 X 70 X 210) 
Mean value 2.384 106.35 25.80 7.6% 
*From cylinder specimens under compression (152.5 x 305mm) 
tFrom cube specimens under compression (100 x 100 x 100mrn), Guo and Zhang (1987) 
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4.3 Tension softening response of high-strength 
versus normal strength concrete 
This section performs a comparative study on the tension softening response of high-
strength and normal strength concrete in an attempt to enhance the understanding 
of the tension softening nature of high-strength concrete, in which the fracture energy 
of high-strength concrete is highlighted. Typical test results of high-strength concrete 
specimens (HS 1, HS :3 and HS 4) obtained in this study are selected as representative 
results for comparison. The testing of these three specimens resulted in a completely 
stable failure. For the normal strength concrete, the test results of three specimens 
reported by Guo and Zhang ( 1987) are selected in comparison for illustrative purpose. 
4.3.1 Stress-deformation curves 
The complete stress-deformation curves of high-strength and normal strength con-
cretes in direct tension selected for comparison are presented in Fig. 4.6. The strains, 
converted from the measured deformatio n, are equal to the deformation divided by 
corresponding gage lengths. It can be seen that the high-strength concrete behaved 
more nonlinearly in the ascending portion of the stress-strain diagram, whereas it de-
scendecl more sharply after peak stress when compared to normal strength concrete. 
In addition the initial axial stiffness of high-strength concrete members appeared 
higher than that of normal strength concrete. The initial modulus of elasticity is 
48.6 x 103 kN/mm2 for high-strength concrete, almost twice the value of normal 
strength concrete (Table 4.1), confirming the stiffer and more brittle nature of high-
strength concrete. 
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4.3.2 Tensile strains at the peak stress 
It can be seen that the strains at peak stress, Eta, increase unanimously as tensile 
strengths increase (Table 4.1) . However the strains at the peak load for both high-
strength and normal strength concrete were relatively close. The relationship between 
the values of tensile strength and strain at peak developed by Guo and Zhang ( 1987) 
is evaluated against test results in this study for high-strength concrete. The regres-
sion equation for normal strength concrete overestimates the strain of high-strength 
concrete at the peak load by 18%. 
4.3.3 Tensile strength 
It appears that the tensile strength also increases as compressive strength increases. 
However, the tensile strength increases at a much smaller rate, when it is compared 
to the increase of the compressive strength. The ratio of the compressive strength be-
tween high-strength and normal strength concrete is 2.:36, whereas the corresponding 
ratio for tensile strength is only 1.41. The mean tensile strength is 7.6% of measured 
compressive strength for normal strength concrete, while the same value decreases to 
4.5 % for high-strength concrete, based on the test results of three specimens selected 
herein for high-strength and normal strength concrete respectively. This indicates 
that the high-strength concrete is even weaker in tension . 
4.3.4 Fracture energy 
The post-cracked behaviour was treated with a brittle fracture concept proposed 
by Hillerborg (198.5). The fracture energy required to form an unit area of crack 
surface, G 1, is assumed to be a material property. This value can be calculated from 
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integrating the complete tensile stress-crack opening displacement or crack width (w ), 
as follows: 
( 4.9) 
where the tensile stress ft is a function of w and W 0 is the crack width when ft reaches 
zero at the end of the concrete tension softening region. 
The expression for G 1 can be rearranged and expressed as a function of a stress-
strain law, more common in the description of engineering materials. Thus, WI is 
defined as the fracture energy density (or work per unit of volume) dissipated by 
cracking, expressed as 
(4.10) 
where the tensile stress ft is expressed in terms of tensile strain Et. Emax is the 
maximum tensile effective (cracking) strain when ft reaches zero at the end of the 
tension softening branch. W e is the width of the fracture process zone. We is assumed 
to remain constant before and after cracking, which is an unknown value at this stage. 
However before cracking the value of We can be assumed to be equal to 2 times notch 
depth plus notch width, that is W e = 25 rnm. This is based on the assumption that 
the stress trajectories in cracking process zone expand at a 45 degree angle into other 
regions away from it on either side. This also prompts that an extensometer of 25 mm 
gage length was used across each notch in order to measure the cracking deformation 
in the fracture process zone. Hence, W e was 2 .. 5 times dnwx' the maximum nominal 
aggregate size ( 10 mm). The ratio of W e to dmax fell into the normal range of 1.5 
to 4.0 for various types of concrete as stated by Bazant and Oh (1983), based on 
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their extensive analysis of several test results obtained from various researchers and 
performed on different types of test set-up . 
W1 represents the area under a stress-strain curve of concrete in tension. Hiller-
borg (198.5) pointed out that unlike metallic materials, the energy absorbed by plain 
concrete members in tension is mainly associated with the descending branch in ten-
sion. Concrete damage consists mainly of cracks perpendicular to the principal tensile 
stress and the tensile stress-displacement curve (ft-8t) is not dependent on stresses in 
any other directions. Additionally the independence of the tensile stress-displacement 
curve (ft-8t) with respect to specimen shapes allows one to use G 1 for any type of 
structures. 
The maximum tensile effective (cracking) strain (Emax) was assumed as 16 times 
the tensile strain Eto at peak stress, since the tensile stress after peak descends sharply 
and becomes negligible beyond the value of 16 Eto, as experimentally observed. Hence, 
the associated fracture energy density of high-strength concrete, calculated from the 
' 
above equation (Eq. 4.10), is about .5 times the area under the ascending portion of 
its complete stress-strain curve. This value is only half of that for normal strength 
concrete reported by Massicotte et al. (1990), where the maximum tensile effective 
strain was also assumed as 16 Eto· This also indicates that the high-strength concrete 
is more brittle in tension than normal strength concrete. 
4.4 Summary 
Several existing prediction equations for modelling the tension softening response 
of normal strength concrete are evaluated against the test results of high-strength 
concrete. Based on the test evidence, a constitutive relationship is recommended for 
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plain high-strength concrete under direct uniaxial tension (Eqs. 4. 7 and 4.8). 
The unique nature of the tension softening response of high-strength concrete is 
illustrated in the comparative study performed in this chapter between high-strength 
and normal strength concrete. The high-strength concrete is more brittle and stiffer, 
with a larger initial modulus of elasticity, compared to normal strength concrete. 
After the peak load, the stress-deformation curve of high-strength concrete descends 
more sharply than that of normal strength concrete. The estimated value of fracture 
energy density of high-strength concrete is equal to about 5 times the area under the 
ascending portion of complete stress-strain diagram, while the corresponding value for 
normal strength concrete increases to 10 times the area under the ascending portion 
of normal strength concrete stress-strain curve. 
In general, the tensile strength, initial modulus of elasticity and the tensile strain 
at peak stress increase as the compressive strength increases. However, the ten-
sile strength increases at a much smaller rate as the compressive strength increases. 
Thus, the high-strength concrete is relatively weaker in tension, compared to normal 
strength concrete. The tensile strength was 7.6% f~ for normal strength concrete, 
while this value decreased to 4.5% f~ for high-strength concrete. 
Chapter 5 
Finite Element Idealization of 
Reinforced High-Strength 
Concrete Slabs 
5.1 Introduction 
The recommended analytical models of post-cracking behaviour of reinforced high-
strength concrete are described. The realistic stress-strain characteristics of high-
strength concrete and reinforcing bars obtained in the laboratory are incorporated 
into a proposed plasticity-based material model, which employs smeared crack con-
cept. The material model allows for a special high-strength concrete strain softening 
after both cracking and crushing. The finite element model formulated to analyse 
the structural behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs is then presented, 
followed by description of the adopted nonlinear solution techniques, which allows a 
solution to proceed beyond limit points in a nonlinear analysis. 
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5.2 Material modelling of concrete 
Over the past two decades, several stress-strain relationships have been prop.osed 
and used in finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structures. An extensive 
review of these models was undertaken by the ASCE committee on finite element 
analysis of reinforced concrete structures (ASCE, 1982). The results from the finite 
element analysis are largely dependent on these stress-strain relationships, failure 
criteria used , simulation of steel reinforcement and interaction between the steel and 
concrete. Proper modelling of cracking and post-cracking behaviour of reinforced 
concrete, which includes aggregate interlock or shear friction, dowel action and tension 
stiffening effects, is especially crucial. In order to achieve valid prediction of the 
response of reinforced concrete structures, all the previously mentioned characteristics 
of concrete behaviour must be addressed. 
The uncertainty present in the behaviour of concrete coupled with the dependence 
of the results obtained from a nonlinear finite element analysis on several factors 
that are too complex to be investigated analytically does not justify the use of a 
highly sophisticated concrete model. However, the concrete model must adequately 
reproduce the physical characteristics of the concrete response and yield reasonably 
good results. A good compromise between the acceptable simplicity and accuracy is 
achieved with plasticity-based models, which can represent inelastic strains in concrete 
(Suidan and Schnobrich 1973, Chen and Chen, 1975, Chen and Ting, 1980, etc.). 
This is a significant improvement over the elasticity-based concrete models (ASCE, 
1982). 
The experimental results have also confirmed that the nonlinear deformations of 
concrete are basically inelastic, since upon unloading only a portion of the total strain 
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can be recovered. Thus, the stress-strain behaviour of concrete materials should be 
separated into recoverable and irrecoverable components. As a result, the plasticity-
based models have been used extensively in recent years to describe the behaviour of 
concrete (ASCE, 1982). 
5.2.1 Plasticity-based concrete model 
In this study, the incremental elastic-plastic concrete model implemented in a general 
purpose finite element analysis code, ABAQUS, is adopted. This material model is 
based on the classical concepts of plasticity theory: a strain rate decomposition into 
elastic and inelastic strain rates, elasticity, yield, flow, and hardening. This model 
allows for strain softening after both cracking and crushing. Cracking is assumed 
to be the most important aspect of the behaviour and representation of cracking 
and post-cracking behaviour dominates the modelling, as described in the following 
sections. 
5.2.1.1 Concrete in the stress state of dominant compression 
When the principal stress components are dominantly compressive, the response of the 
concrete is modeled by an elastic-plastic theory, using a simple form of yield surface 
written in terms of the first two stress invariants. Associated flow and isotropic 
hardening are used, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The compression failure surface in 
plane stress is shown in Fig. 5.2, as originally proposed by Kupfer and Gerstle (1973) 
based on the experimental evidence of Kupfer et al. (1969). 
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Figure 5.1: Concrete failure surfaces in the (p- q) plane (Hibbitt et al. , 1989) 
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Figure 5.2: Concrete failure surfaces in plane stresses (Kupfer and Gerstle, 1973) 
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a) Strain rate decomposition 
The total strain rate (increment), dE, is assumed to be composed of elastic and plastic 
components, as follows: 
(5.1) 
where dE is the total strain rate; dEe is the elastic strain rate, which includes crack 
detection strains-this elastic strain will be further decomposed (section 5.2.1.2); dE.p 
is the plastic strain ratP associated with the compression yield surface. 
The elastic part of the strain is assumed to be always small, so that this equation 
may be integrated as: 
(5.2) 
b) Compression yield criterion 
The yield criterion for concrete in the dominant compression region is assumed to be 
dependent on the deviatoric stresses (pure shear stresses) and hydrostatic pressure. 
The compression yield surface is expressed as: 
(.5.3) 
where pis the effective pressure stress (the first invariant of the stress tensor), defined 
as 
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and q is the Mises equivalent deviatoric stress (the second invariant of the stress 
tensor): 
-
q
where S = a-+ pi are the deviatoric stress components; I is the unity matrix; The 
constant of a0 is dependent on the ratio of the ultimate stress reached in biaxial 
compression to the ultimate stress reached in uniaxial compression; and Tc (-\c ) is a 
hardening parameter, which is the size of the yield surface on the q-axis at p=O, so that 
Tc is the yield stress in a state of pure shear stress when all other components of the 
stress tensor a- are zero. The hardening is measured by the value of Ac, which is defined 
from the stress-inelastic strain relationship of concrete in uniaxial compression. 
This simple yield surface is a straight line in (p- q) space. Thus, only one constant 
( a0 ) is needed to define the shape of the yield surface. 
In uniaxial compression, p is equal to ~f~ and q is equal to f~, where f~ is the 
concrete compressive strength. Therefore, on Fe = 0 (Eq. 5.3), the Tc can be expressed 
as 
Tc 1 ao 
- - (- -) f~- J3 - 3 (.5.4) 
In biaxial compression, p is equal to ~ftc and q is equal to ftc, where ftc is the 
magnitude of the failure principal stress of concrete under equal biaxial stresses. 
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Therefore, on Fe = 0 (Eq. 5.3), the Tc can be expressed as 
(5.5) 
The failure ratio of 1'J = f£c/ f~ can be given as input in the ABA QUS (Hibbitt et al., 
1989). Typical 1·1 ~ 1.16 was adopted in the analysis. From Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5, a0 can 
be calculated as 
. 1 - r·1 ao= JJ--~ 
1 - 2. 1"J 
( 5.6) 
c) Hardening rule 
The hardening rule defines the motion of the loading surface during plastic deforma-
tion. The effective stress T c is usually defined as the same function of the stresses 
that governs yielding (Eq. 5.3). This maps the multiaxial stress state onto equivalent 
scalar function. 
The relation of Tc to Ac can be determined from the concrete stress-inelastic strain 
relationship in uniaxial compression. 
As stated earlier, p is equal to ~~~ and q is equal to J~, in uniaxial compression. 
During active plastic loading, Fe (Eq. 5.3) is equal to zero. Therefore, T c can be 
obtained as 
(5.7) 
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d) Flow rule 
In plasticity theory a flow rule is defined so that the increments of plastic strain can 
be evaluated from a given stress state. The present model employs an associated flow 
rule. This means that the vector of the plastic deformation rate will be assumed to 
be normal to the adopted yield surface. Thus, the plastic strain rate is defined as 
{ 
( ( P )2 ) OFe l dA e 1 +Cor ~( Ep = J ~ U(j 
0 
Fe = 0 and dA e > 0 (5 .8) 
otherwise 
Where dA e is a scalar proportionality factor cletennining the size of the plastic strain 
rate; '1[: is a vector normal to the current loading surface; Co is a constant, which 
is dependent on the other constants in the yield surface and the starin ratio Te r( 
is defined as the ratio of plastic strain of concrete in a monotonically loaded biaxial 
compression to that in a monotonically loaded uniaxial compression (Typical value 
of r ( = 1.28 was used in the analysis). Thus, c0 can be calculated as follows . 
The gradient of the flow potential for the compressive surface is expressed as 
(5 .9) 
Since 
and 
then 
8Fc _ 3 S ao I 
- --+-8a- - 2 q J3 
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In uniaxial compression p = ~~~' q = J; and 5 11 = -~J;, so that Eq . . 5.8 becomes 
(5.10) 
Upon integration the plastic strain is given by 
(.5.11) 
so that Ac can be evaluated from the plastic strain Ep and the constants a0 and c0 • 
Therefore, Eqs. 5.7 and 5.11 define the Tc( .\c) relationship from the concrete stress-
inelastic strain relationship in uniaxial compression. 
In biaxial compression, when both non-zero principal stresses have the magnitude 
f~c' P = ~~~c = ~rJf:, q = fbc = rJf: , and Sn = -~1'Jf: . Therefore, the flow rule 
becomes 
4 2 ao 1 dE b = d A ( 1 + -1' Co) (- - -) 
p c 9 J J3 2 
Where dEpb is the principal plastic strain rate associated with f~c · Using the above 
equation and Eq. 5.10 then defines c0 from r ( = Ep&/ Ep and the other cons tants as 
Co= 9 1'c( J3- ao) + (ao- VJ/2) 
1'c( J3- ao) + 1'J(2vf:J- 4ao) 
The compression surface is illustrated in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 
(5.12) 
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5.2.1.2 Concrete in the stress state of dominant tension 
Tensile failure in matrix-aggregate composites like concrete involves progressive micro-
cracking, tortuous debonding and other process of internal damage. These softening 
processes eventually coalesce into a geometric discontinuity that separates the mate-
rial. Such a discontinuity is called a crack. 
Cracking dominates the material behaviour when the state of stress is predom-
inantly tensile. The "crack detection" plasticity surface in stress space is used in 
the concrete model to determine when cracking takes place., and the orientation of 
the cracking. Damaged elasticity is then employed to describe the post-cracking be-
haviour of the concrete with the open cracks. This crack detection surface is taken 
to be a simple Coulomb line written in terms of first and second stress invariants, p 
and q, shown in Fig .. S.l. In a plane stress situation, the failure surfaces is shown in 
F . r:: 2 Ig. 0 . . 
In the biaxial tension region, some researchers (Tasuji et al., 1978) have noticed 
a slight increase in the tensile strength when the two principal tensile stresses are 
equal whereas other researchers (Kupfer et al., 1969) have observed the opposite. In 
both cases the differences of concrete tensile failure strength with J: is not signifi-
cant enough to necessitate a more accurate failure envelope. Therefore, it is usually 
assumed that the concrete cracks at f{ for any stress ratio. 
In the case of tension-compression stress state, a parabola cracking envelope de-
veloped by other researchers (Kupfer and Gerstle, 1973) is adopted, as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.2. 
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a) Elastic strain rate decomposition 
The total elastic strain rate (increment) in Eq. 5.1 can be further decomposed as: 
(5.13) 
where dte is the total elastic strain rate; dtet is the elastic strain rate for the crack 
detection and dtpt is the plastic strain rate associated with the crack detection surface. 
b) Tension yield criterion 
The crack detection surface is taken as the Coulomb line: 
F. = A - ( ;J - b !t ) A - ( 2 - bo !t ) f = 0 
t q 0 it p :3 J: t (.5.14) 
where J; is the tensile failure stress in uniaxial tension, and b0 is a constant to be 
defined. ft, as a hardening parameter, is the equivalent tensile stress. The hardening 
is measured by At. The relationship of ft with At is defined in the hardening rule. 
The stress measures p and q are defined in the same way asp and q, except all stress 
components associated with open cracks are not included in these measures: they are 
invariants in sub-spaces of the stress space. 
As can be seen, the concrete hardening is introduced in the particular form (Eq. 
5.14). Thus, as ft ~ 0, the yield surface (Eq. 5.14) becomes q- 3p = 0, which is 
the cone containing the principal axes of stress in (p - q) space. This indicates that 
the stress point will drop back onto the nearest principal stress axis as the tension 
stiffening is exhausted in the state of plane stress. 
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In the state of plane stress, cracking could be assumed to occur when one principal 
stress has the value a 1 = - f~ and the other non-zero principal stress has the value 
a 2 = 1·j{ ( r is a scalar factor) 0 Let 7'tc represents the ratio of the concrete sfress 
reached in uniaxial tension to that in uniaxial compression ( r 1c = f{ / JD, cracking 
would therefore occur at the point with principal stresses - f~, 1'1'tcf~, and 00 Thus, 
and 
Thus, when ft = f{, the crack detection surface becomes 
Ft = f~V1 + (1· 0 Ttc)2 + 1' 0 1'tc - ~(:3- bo)(l- T · 1'tc) J~- (2- ~;)rtcf~ = 0 
Therefore, the constant b0 is obtained as 
. 1 + ( 2 - 1') 1' tc - J 1 + ( 1' 0 1' tc ) 2 + 1' · 1' tc b0 = 3 ---------'----------1 + 7'tc( l - r) (5.15) 
The crack detection surface is illustrated in Figs . . 501 and 5.2. 
c) Flow rule 
The assumption of the associated flow rule is also adopted m this crack detection 
model: 
d).. 8Ft 
t oa 
0 
F1 = 0 and d)..t > 0 
otherwise 
(5.16) 
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Where d)..t is a scalar proportionality factor determining the size of the plastic strain 
rate associated with crack detection surface, and 9£: is a vector normal to the current 
loading surface. 
d) Hardening rule 
The hardening is measured by the value of At. ftP..t) relationship can be defined from 
the stress-inelastic strain relationship of concrete in uniaxial tension as follows. 
By using the tension yield criterion (Eq . . 5.14), the flow rule (Eq. 5.16) becomes 
( 2 S ( bo ft ) ) dEpt = d)..t -:-- -+ 1 - --;- f' I 
.3 q 3 t 
In uniaxial tension, S 11 = ~ft. and q 
hardening rule can be rewritten as 
ft· Therefore, m uniaxial tension, the 
Therefore 
( 5.17) 
Upon integration, the above equation gives d)..t from dtpt· Thus, ft(At) relationship 
can be obtained from the stress-inelastic strain relationship of concrete in uniaxial 
tension. 
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5.2.2 Smeared crack approach 
Cracking of concrete is one of the important sources of material nonlinearity of rein-
forced concrete members. Although crack initiation can be introduced easily in the 
computer model, it is difficult to account for continued propagation of cracks with 
increase in loading, since it would require continued redefinition of the topology of 
the model, which complicates the analytical idealization. 
The smeared cracking model is used in the present analysis. The smeared cracking 
model is based on the concept of stress discontinuity while maintaining displacement 
continuity. This means that individual "macro" cracks are not tracked, rather, con-
stitutive calculations are performed independently at each integration point of the 
finite element model, and the presence of cracks enters into these calculations by 
the way in which the cracks affect the stress and material stiffness associated with 
the integration point. The crack orientation is included to represent the material 
anisotropy introduced by cracking in the direction of the maximum tensile principal 
plastic strain increment conjugate to the crack detection surface and orthogonal to 
the directions of any existing cracks at the same point. Cracking is irrecoverable and 
remains throughout the rest of the calculation. 
5.3 Post-cracking behaviour 
Once concrete has cracked, three phenomena are normally manifested, namely, ag-
gregate interlock, dowel action and tension stiffening. For satisfactory modeling of 
post-cracking behaviour, these mu"t he incorporated into the nonlinear analysis. 
Aggregate interlock or "shear friction" accounts for the transfer of shear force 
across a crack, when shear displacements parallel to the direction of the cracks occur. 
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As the crack width increases, the contact area of the concrete on the two sides of the 
crack decreases and, thus, the shear forces transferred by the aggregate interlock or 
the shear friction mechanism decrease. In the reinforced concrete structures, rein-
forcement crossing the cracks tends to prevent the cracked pieces from moving apart 
and provides significant clamping forces which enhance aggregate interlock mecha-
nism. Moreover, any movement of cracked pieces of concrete parallel to the crack 
causes the reinforcement crossing the crack to transfer shear forces by dowel action. 
On the other hand, due to the bond effect, concrete is still capable of carrying tensile 
stress after the formation of primary cracks. As the load increases, more secondary 
cracks appear and tensile stresses in the concrete are released gradually. 
In the present material model the open cracks are represented by loss of elastic 
stiffness. Concrete is assumed to lose strength through a softening mechanism. The 
concept of damaged elasticity is then used to model the existing cracks. 
5.3.1 Fract ure energy 
The basis of the concrete post-cracking behaviour is based on the brittle fracture 
concept of Hillerborg (1985). The fracture energy required to form a unit area of 
crack surface, G 1 , is assumed to be a material property. This value can be calculated 
from measuring the tensile stress (!1 ) as a function of the crack opening displacement 
or crack width (w), as 
(5.18) 
where W 0 is the crack width when ft reaches zero at the end of the concrete tension 
softening region. Thus, the concrete post-cracking behaviour can be characterized by 
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a tensile stress displacement relationship, as shown in Fig. 5.:3. Since all the calcula-
tions in the smeared crack approach are performed independently at each integration 
point, the characteristic length associated with the integration point is used to com-
pute the average crack opening strain. This characteristic length is taken as the cubic 
root of the concrete volume associated with an integration point in the finite element 
program. 
5.3.2 Damaged elasticity 
Following crack detection, the concept of the damaged elasticity is employed to model 
the concrete with open cracks. It is assumed that only the material properties as-
sociated with the direction normal to the crack are affected and the tangent modu-
Ius of elasticity in this direction is set to zero for the material stiffness matrix but 
the stress normal to the crack is released gradually, as governed by the concrete 
tension stiffening mechanism. However, the tangent modulus of elasticity in the di-
rection parallel to the crack is assumed to be unaffected by the crack. Thus, the 
cracked concrete is modelled as an orthotropic material. Poisson's ratio is also set to 
zero after cracking. 
The shear modulus of elasticity associated with the existing crack direction is also 
assumed to be damaged. The degradation of shear modulus is assumed as a function 
of the cracking strain across the crack. 
Therefore, in the state of plane stress the orthotropic constitutive matrix of con-
crete is defined as: 
{ 
dft } [ Ets 0 0 l { df.t } dfn = 0 Ec 0 dtn 
dftn 0 0 eGa df.t 
(5.19) 
1------u------t 
u 
displacement 
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Figure 5.3: Cracking behaviour based on fracture energy (Hillerborg et al. , 1976) 
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Figure 5.4: Idealization of tension stiffening model for reinforced high-strength con-
crete 
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Where, the Ets is the tangent modulus of elasticity associated with the direction 
normal to the crack, which is defined from the tension stiffening behaviour of concrete; 
Ec is the tangent modulus of elasticity in the direction parallel to the crack, which 
is assumed to remain unchanged with open cracks; dfn and dc.n are the direct stress 
and strain rates in the direction parallel to the crack; and dftn is the shear stress 
associated with the cracked plane. 
The developed tension stiffening model and shear degradation function are pre-
sented in the following two sections, along with the definitions of the other terms 
employed in the above equation. 
5.3.3 Tension stiffening model 
In the present study, the tension stiffening effect is modelled by using the descending 
branch of the tensile stress-strain curve of concrete. The idealization of the tension 
characteristics of reinforced high-strength concrete, including post-cracking tension 
stiffening behaviour, based on the direct tension tests of plain high-strength concrete 
specimens, is proposed as follows , 
1: (2x - x 2 ) 
J:x 
1.3863( X - 1) 1.6655 + X 
C.t 
X=-
C. to 
X< 1 
X ~ 1 (5.20) 
(5.21) 
where C.t is the concrete tensile strain and Eta is the concrete tensile strain at J:. 
The concrete uniaxial tensile strength (J;) is about 5.0% of J; as measured from 
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high-strength concrete specimens tested under uniaxial direct tension. The proposed 
idealization of the tension-stiffening model for reinforced high-strength concrete is 
shown in Fig. 5.4. 
5.3.4 Shear degradation model 
For the simplicity, a linear degradation function is proposed to account for the gradual 
loss of the concrete shear modulus of the cracked plane with respect to the average 
crack opening strain across the crack, as follows: 
G = gGo (5.22) 
e = { 
Et (1- - ) 
fsr 
0 
(5.23) 
(5 .24) 
ft = ft - fto (5.25) 
Where G0 is the initial shear modulus of concrete in its uncracked state. {} is the 
linear degradation function of shear modulus. Et is average crack opening strain 
across the crack. fsr and E~,. are the total average shear-effective crack opening strain 
and ultimate shear-effective tensile strain at which concrete shear stiffness is reduced 
to zero . Esr is proposed to be equal to 0.0012 (about ten times the tensile failure 
strain) based on our parametric study. The concrete shear stiffness is also assumed 
damaged for the cracks that subsequently close 
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(2 = (}cl ose for ft < 0 (5 .26) 
where (}close is the reduction factor of shear modulus related to the cracks that sub-
sequently close during the calculation , which was assumed equal to 0.8 for the high-
strength concrete slabs. The simplified idealization of shear degradation model for 
reinforced high-strength concrete is shown in Fig. 5.5. 
5.4 Material properties 
The predictions of finite element analysis are strongly dependent on the assumed 
stress-strain characteristics of the concrete, when the load capacity of concrete struc-
ture is not governed by simple yielding of the reinforcement. Realistic mechanical 
properties of high-strength concrete are significant for any sophisticated finite ele-
ment material model. 
In this study, the experimentally measured complete tensile stress-displacement 
behaviour of high-strength concrete including tension softening response was incorpo-
rated into the material model , as previously described . The model used the uniaxial 
tensile strength J: of 5.0%!~ and the corresponding tensile strain of 120 j-tt , as recorded 
from the plain high-strength concrete tested under direct uniaxial tension (refer to 
chapters 3 and 4). 
The complete uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation recorded with the secant 
modulus of elasticity of ;35 MPa at 0.4 J;, including a concrete compression softening 
region (Marzouk and Hussein , 1990) was also employed in the material model. In-
dividual values of concrete compressive strength, which were individually measured 
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p 
Figure 5.5: Simplified idealization of shear degradation model for reinforced high-
strength concrete 
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from three standard concrete cylinders associated with each slab, were used for differ-
ent slabs. The recorded average concrete strain corresponding to J; were around 0.003 
for different slabs studied with ultimate strains measured around 0.0034. The exper-
imentally determined stress-strain relation of high-strength concrete under uniaxial 
compression is shown in Fig . 5.6. Poisson's ratio of 0.24, reported for high-strength 
concrete by Chen (198:2), was adopted in the material model throughout this study. 
Two recorded stress-strain relations measured in our laboratory individually for 
10 mm and 15 mm diameter deformed bars (CSA-G30.12 grade 400) were also incor-
porated into this material model, as shown in Fig. 5. 7. 
For the normal strength concrete, the uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation 
recommended by Chen (1982) was selected with Poisson's ratio equal to 0.2. The 
uniaxial concrete tensile strength J: equal to 8.36% J: was adopted as used by Gilbert 
and Warner (1978). 
5.5 Finite element modelling of one quarter slab 
5.5.1 Shear-flexible shell element for plain concrete 
The material model described earlier is implemented in a general purpose finite ele-
ment analysis code, ABAQUS ( l9 9), in the context of shear flexible shell element. 
Many material models are well described directly in this code and a general interface 
for user specification of material behaviour is also available. This capability has been 
extensively used in researches on advanced material behaviour. This code also pro-
vides various types of elements for one-, two- and three-dimensional problems, such as 
the truss, plane stress and plane strain, :3-D solid elements, straight or curved beam 
of any arbitrary cross-section, pipes, springs, interface element, dash-pots, shells and 
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Figure 5.6: Recorded uniaxial compressive stress-strain relation of high-strength con-
crete (Marzouk and Hussein, 1990) 
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user defined elements. 
In the shell element library, the general, curved geometries, as well as axisym-
metric shells are provided which contain both "thin" shells-shell elements in which 
the Kirchhoff constrains are imposed algebraically, and "shear flexible" shells-shell 
elements in which transverse shear deformation is allowed. The essential idea of shear 
flexible shells is that the displacement of a point in the shell reference surface and the 
components of a vector n which is approximately normal to the reference surface are 
interpolated independently. This allows for nonlocking shear and membrane defor-
mation. The performance of these shell elements are further improved by the concept 
of selectively reduced integration. Thus the application of such shear flexible shell 
elements has been extended into the range of thick shell problems. 
The cross-section of the shells can be formed by numerical integration, thus, pro-
viding complete generality in material modeling. With this option, any number of 
material points can be defined through the thickness, and material response can be 
varied from the point to point through the thickness. Moreover, layered shells can be 
used to model layers of different material, in different orientations, used in the same 
cross-section. 
In this study, 8-node quadrilateral shear flexible shell element with all six degrees 
of freedom per node taken into consideration is selected to perform the analysis as 
shown in Fig. 5.8 . The displacements of any point through the thickness of the 
element is defined as a function of the reference surface (midplane) displacements. A 
reduced 2 x 2 Gaussian integration rule over the element plane is adopted, whereas a 
nine-point Simpson-type integration is performed through the thickness. One quarter 
of the slabs is modelled with 3 x :3 finite element mesh, as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The 
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details of the analyzed slabs are presented in chapter 6. 
5.5.2 Representation of steel reinforcement 
Reinforcement is treated as one-dimensional strain element, that can be defined singly 
or embedded in any oriented surfaces in the selected finite element program. The 
standard metal plasticity approach is used to describe the behaviour of the rebar 
material. The rebar is then superposed on a mesh of standard element types used to 
model the plain concrete. This modelling approach allows the concrete behaviour to 
be considered independent of the rebar. Effects associated with the rebar /concrete 
interface such as bond slip, dowel action and tension stiffening, may be modeled, as 
described earlier. 
In this study, the reinforcing steel was simply represented by four layers of uniform 
thickness located at a constant relative depth inside element, each having independent 
but unidirectional property. The steel stress-strain relationship (Fig. 5.6) measured 
from tests at fUN (Marzouk and Hussein, 1990) was implemented in the analysis, 
which included elastic, yield, plastic and hardening. The uniformly layered represen-
tation of reinforcing steel is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. 
5.5.3 Spring element for slab edge support 
In modelling the slabs simply supported on four edges being free to lift during the 
tests, the proper simulation of the boundary condition becomes very important in or-
der to obtain the satisfactory prediction of the slab response. Thus, special nonlinear 
spring elements in the transverse direction are employed along four edges of slabs in 
the numerical model, as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The stiffness of spring elements was 
numerically set to be infinity and zero when in compression and in tension respec-
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tively. The effect of different boundary conditions on the slab behaviour is illustrated 
in the parametric study in the chapter 7. 
5.6 Solution strategies 
5.6.1 Incremental-iterative method 
The computation was performed by incremental loading, with iterations in each in-
crement. The implicit, stiffness method was used. The material calculations used to 
define the behaviour of the concrete were carried out independently at each integra-
tion point in that part of the model made of concrete. The solution was known at 
the start of the load increment , and the constitutive calculations provide the values 
of stress and material stiffness at the end of the increment, based on the current 
estimate of the kinematic solution for the response at the spatial integrat ion point 
during the increment. The automatic loading incrementation scheme was selected to 
perform the nonlinear analysis of high-strength concrete slabs throughout this study, 
as detailed in the following section. Therefore, the nonlinear solution can be more 
easily achieved with confidence. 
5.6.2 Automatic load incrementation 
In the nonlinear analysis, the automatic incrementation is commonly used due to the 
unknown nature of the response, which is based on the convergence rate of the early 
iteration process at each load increment. The automatic incrementation assumes 
that convergence will occur relatively smoothly as the iterations progress, so that the 
number of iterations needed to achieve convergence to the specified tolerances can 
be reasonably predicted from the rate at which the residuals are reduced from one 
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iteration to the next during the early iterations. 
However, the convergence within an increment is often erratic when the adopted 
material model involves oriented failure clue to concrete cracking, crushing and rebar 
yielding. Therefore, the automatic subdivision algorithm tends to lead to unreason-
ably small increments. In order to avoid this problem in this study, the maximum 
number of iterations allowed per increment was increased to 15 and the automatic 
incrementation was used only if the convergence was not achieved in the maximum 
number of iterations allowed. Also, the equilibrium tolerance of 0.2% estimate of 
maximum load-carrying capacity is chosen in this study in order to achieve accu-
rate prediction. W ith all these parameters accounted for, the model predictions were 
obtained in a relatively efficient manner. 
5.6.3 Modified Riks algorithm 
The modified Riks algorithm was selected to effectively obtain the static equilibrium 
solution for unstable response encountered in concrete, due to concrete cracking in 
tension, reinforcement yielding, or falling branch of concrete in compression. With 
this algorithm, the ultimate collapse can be genuinely defined, thus, to reveal collapse 
mode and to throw light on the ductility or deformation capacity of the structure. 
This is difficult to achieve with a load control solution strategy. The Riks algorithm 
is based on attempting to step along the equilibrium path (the load-displacement 
response curve) by prescribing the path (arch) length along the curve to be traversed 
in each increment, with tlH~ load magnitude included as unknown. 
A proportional loading history is normally assumed with this approach; however, 
any additional constant load vectors can be carried over from previous execution 
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of the program to the present analysis. With this option, certain non-proportional 
loading problems can be handled in this program as illustrated in the parametric 
study (refer to chapter 7). 
Chapter 6 
Validation of the Finite Element 
Model 
6.1 Introduction 
An extensive experimental investigation on the structural behaviour of reinforced 
high-strength concrete slabs were conducted at Memorial University of Newfoundland 
(MUN). The test results are presented with new classification , followed by verifica-
tion of the finite element numerical model formulated in the preceding chapter. The 
material model implemented in the selected finite element program, recommended in 
conjunction with appropriate representation of post-cracking behaviour of reinforced 
high-strength concrete and realistic material properties, is examined against exper-
imental results of slabs tested at MUN with different compressive strengths, slab 
geometries , reinforcement ratios and yielding stresses. 
1:32 
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6.2 Previous experimental work on the behaviour 
of high-strength concrete slabs 
A research program at the Memorial University of Newfoundland is being carried 
out to study the behaviour of slabs made of reinforced high-strength concrete with 
silica fume and fly ash. Both experimental and numerical approaches are used . In 
the previous experimental investigation, tests on fourteen high-strength concrete slabs 
and two normal strength concrete slabs were conducted. The tested slabs were simply 
supported along the four edges free to lift under lateral load at the slab center. The 
load deflection characteristics and failure modes were studied, as reported in detail 
by Marzouk and Hussein (1991 ). 
In the experimental investigation , the effects of reinforcement ratios, width-thickness 
ratios, various concrete strength and reinforcement yield strength on the behaviour 
of high-strength concrete slabs were studied. The reinforcement ratios varied from 
0.49% to 2.37%, with the width-to-thickness ratios ranging between 10 to 17. The 
concrete compressive strength was 66-80 MPa for high-strength concrete and 30-42 
MPa for normal strength concrete. Top and bottom reinforcement were provided. 
The reinforcement consisted of hot-rolled 10 mm and 15 mm diameter deformed bars 
(CSA-G30.12 grade 400) with recorded yield strength of 496 and 420 MPa and ul-
timate strength of 690 and 600 MPa respectively. The square specimens with side 
dimension of 1,500 mm center- to-center of supports were used throughout the study, 
with one exception where the side dimension of 1,830 mm was selected for slab HS17. 
In all cases, the slab extended 60 mm beyond the center of the supports. The slab 
HS 17 under investigation is shown in Fig. 6.1. 
The thick slabs with some cases of relatively high reinforcement ratios were chosen 
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based on the wide application of high-strength concrete in offshore structures, where 
heavy loads are expected. Test results revealed that high-strength concrete slabs 
behaved differently when compared to normal strength concrete slabs. High-strength 
concrete slabs exhibited a more brittle failure in general. 
The test set-up is given in Fig. 6.2. Typical failure mode and cracking pattern at 
the ultimate load is photographically presented in Fig. 6.3. 
The ultimate load carrying capacities and corresponding deflections of the slabs 
tested are listed in Tables 6.1 to 6.:3, where the geometric and material parameters 
of studied slabs are also presented . In the present numerical investigation, the test 
results are used to verify the assumptions and performance of the material model 
implemented in the finite element program especially for the heavily reinforced thick 
slabs made of high-strength concrete with silica fume and fly ash. 
6.3 Comparison ofF .E. model predictions to test 
results 
6 .3.1 General 
The finite element numerical model formulated in the preceding chapter was used 
to analyse the slabs tested, with a plasticity- based material model implemented in 
the finite element program in the context of the 8-node shear-flexible thick shell 
element with all six degrees of freedom per node taken into account. The material 
model incorporated the realistic material properties of high-strength concrete and 
reinforcing steel from the laboratory testing and the analytical models of reinforced 
high-strength concrete behaviour after cracking, as developed in this study. A 2 x 2 
reduced Gaussian integration rule was used over the plane of each element, while a 
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nine-point Simpson integration rule was selected through the element thickness to 
account for severe material nonlinearity introduced by concrete cracking, crushing 
and reinforcement yielding. 
The selection of nine-point Simpson type integration was based on the fact that 
the predictions of the model were basically same with any more than nine-point 
integration scheme over the element thickness. Thus, predictions were achieved more 
effectively and economically with the integration scheme selected. 
6.3.2 Model predictions vers us t est results 
The measured and computed ultimate loads and the associated deflections at the 
center of the analyzed specimens are given in Tables 6.1 to 6.3. For all the high-
strength concrete slabs analyzed, the ratios of predicted-to-measured ultimate load 
ranged from 0. :-.6-1.20, with an average value of 1.0:3 and standard deviation of 0.09, 
while the average ratio and standard deviation for the center deflections were 1.08 
and 0.1:32 respectively, with the predicted values varying between 0.87-1.35 of the 
experimental results. 
Generally, the model performed satisfactorily. The load-deflection diagrams ob-
tained with the model followed the test measurements. The cracking and crushing 
patterns in the model predictions were close to the observations made during tests. 
The ratios of slab corner deflections to slab center deflections at peak load were also 
close to the experimental results. Typical load-deflection diagrams of the analyzed 
slabs are graphically presented in Figs. 6.4 to 6.11. 
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6.3.3 Discussion 
In the previous experimental investigation , as described in the preceding sections, 
the failure modes of high-strength concrete slabs were classified into three categories: 
pure flexural failure, ductile shear failure and pure punching shear failure, based on 
the recorded load-deflection characteristics. The load-deflection diagrams of slabs 
HS1 and HSll indicated that they failed by flexure. Nevertheless, none of these 
slabs reached the state of steadily increasing deflections at constant load, which is 
characteristic of a normally reinforced concrete specimen experiencing flexural failure. 
Therefore, the failure of the tested slabs is re-characterized into two basic modes in 
this study, namely, flexural shear failure and punching shear failure. 
6.3.3.1 Slabs in flexural shear failure 
Most of the tested high-strength concrete slabs fell into this category: flexural shear 
failure. The load-deflection characteristics of these slabs are shown in Figs. 6.4 to 
6.8, as obtained from tests and model predictions respectively. 
For the slabs with low and moderate reinforcement where flexural shear failure 
is expected, the model predictions were in a good agreement with the experimental 
results (Figs. 6.4 to 6.8). The ratios of predicted-to-measured ultimate load ranged 
from 0.86-1.07, with an average value of 0.99 and standard deviation of 0.06, while 
the average ratio and standard deviation for the center deflections were 1.02 and 
0.10 respectively, the predicted values varying between 0.87-1.18 of the experimental 
results. The test measurements and model predictions with respect to the ductility 
and ultimate strength capacity are presented in Table 6.1, where the details of the 
examined slabs are also given. 
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6.3.3.2 Slabs in punching shear failure 
Slabs HS:3, HS9, HS10 and HS1:3 were identified as failed m punching shear in the 
experimental investigation. The transverse shear stresses are dominant in these slabs, 
since they were heavily reinforced in general. It is evident that the performance of 
the formulated numerical model in this case is relatively less accurate than in the 
previous case. The ratios of predicted-to-measured ultimate load ranged from 1.07-
1.20, with an average value of 1.1:3 and standard deviation of 0.05, while the average 
ratio and standard deviation for the center deflections were 1.24 and 0.11 respectively, 
the predicted values varying between 1.09-1.:35 of the experimental results. The load-
deflection diagrams from the tests and model predictions are shown in Figs. 6.9 
through 6.10. 
Although the formulation of the shear-flexible shell element provides five stresses 
(two in-plane axial stresses one in-plane shear stress, and two out-of-plane or trans-
verse shear stresses), only the three in-plane stresses are used for the material failure 
criteria. Such an assumption limits the application of the model to 2-D problems or 
to 3-D problems where transverse shear stresses are not dominant. Consequently, the 
model prediction becomes less accurate as the transverse shear stresses tend to be 
dominant. 
6.3.3.3 Normal strength concrete slabs 
Satisfactory model predictions were also achieved for the normal strength concrete 
slabs tested, as shown in Fig. 6.11. The comparison between the model predictions 
and experimental measurements with respect to the ultimate loads and deflections 
are listed in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.1: Model predictions versus test results of slabs in flexural shear failure 
Specimen h p /y !~ Experimental 
(mm) (%) (MPa) (MPa) ~u (mm) Qu (kN) 
HS 1* 120. 0.491 496 67 25.45 44.50 
HS 2 120. 0.842 496 70 17.56 62.25 
HS 7 120. 1.193 496 74 17.00 89.00 
HS 4 120. 2.370 420 66 14.74 104.50 
HS 5 150. 0.640 496 68 16.90 91.25 
HS 6 150. 0.944 496 70 14.90 122.25 
HS17 150. 1.093 420 67 23.43 127.77 
HS 8 150. 1.111 420 69 13.10 109.00 
HSll 90. 0.952 496 70 27.00 49.00 
HS12 90. 1.524 496 75 26.30 64.50 
Q. =Ultimate load on quarter slab 
*Ratio of strain energy density of tension stiffening to tension 
softening is 3.0 for slab HS 1 and 1.5 for all other slabs 
Model Model/Test 
~u (mm) Qu (kN) ~u Qu 
22.09 43.85 0.87 0.99 
19.98 65.23 1.14 1.05 
18.30 85.54 1.08 0.96 
14.78 110.30 1.00 1.06 
16.93 90.11 1.00 0.99 
15.64 118.36 1.05 0.97 
23.91 121.64 1.02 0.95 
15.47 116.16 1.18 1.07 
26.32 42.18 0.97 0.86 
23.70 62.29 0.90 0.97 
Statistics: 
Average 1.02 0.99 
Stand. dev. 0.10 0.06 
Coeff. of var. 9.5% 6.3% 
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Table 6.2: Model predictions versus test results of slabs in punching shear failure 
Specimen h p /y !~ 
(mm) (%) (MPa) (MPa) 
HS 3 120. 1.474 496 69 
HS 9 150. 1.611 420 74 
HS10 150. 2.333 420 80 
HS13 90. 2.000 496 68 
Qu=Ultimate load on quarter slab 
Strain energy density of tension stiffening 
equals 1.5 times that of tension softening 
Experimental Model Model/Test 
~u (mm) Qu (kN) ~u (mm) Qu (kN) ~u Qu 
13.10 89.00 17.70 99.68 1.35 1.12 
10.80 135.75 13.94 155.04 1.29 1.14 
10.40 161.25 11.33 194.21 1.09 1.20 
16.15 66.75 19.82 71.30 1.23 1.07 
Statistics: 
Average 1.24 1.13 
Stand. dev. 0.11 0.05 
Coeff. of var. 9.0% 4.8% 
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Table 6.3: Model predictions versus test results of normal strength concrete slabs 
Specimen h p jy ~~ 
(mm) (%) (MPa) (MPa) 
NS 1 120. 1.473 496 42 
NS 2 150. 0.944 496 30 
Qu =Ultimate load on quarter slab 
Strain energy density of tension stiffening 
equals 1.5 times that of tension softening 
Experimental Model Model/Test 
6.u (mm) Qu (kN) 6.u (mm) Qu (kN) 6.u Qu 
14.60 80.00 16.01 89.94 1.10 1.12 
13.07 99.00 13.76 100.75 1.05 1.02 
Statistics: 
Average 1.08 1.07 
Stand. dev. 0.04 0.07 
Coeff. of var. 3.3% 6.6% 
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6.3.4 Summary 
Based on the comparison of the model predictions to the experimental results, it can 
be concluded that the formulated finite element numerical model with a plasticity-
based material model implemented in the finite element program in the context of 
the shear-flexible shell element can adequately model the thick high-strength con-
crete slabs with relatively heavy reinforcement and can be used with confidence to 
predict the behaviour and the ultimate carrying capacity of such slabs. However, it 
must be pointed out that the model prediction for slabs failed due to punching shear 
(slabs HS:J, HS9 HSlO and HS1:3) is less accurate. The satisfactory agreement of 
model predictions to experimental results are achieved only with the incorporation 
of the realistic material properties and appropriate representation of post-cracking 
behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete as developed in this research. 
Chapter 7 
Tension Stiffening Model and a 
Paran1etric Study on 
High-Strength Concrete Slabs 
7.1 Introduction 
A recommended tension stiffening model is formulated in this chapter, based on the 
tension softening model (chapter 4) and comparison of finite element predictions to 
experimental results of reinforced high-strength concretf' slabs. A bilinear tension 
stiffening model is also suggested for the sake of simplicity. The importance of the 
tension stiffening behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete is demonstrated in 
the finite element analysis of the slab selected. 
A parametric study is then initiated to examine the structural behaviour of rein-
forced high-strength concrete slabs under various conditions in an attempt to extend 
the range of the experimental investigation. The sensitivity of the material model 
to the separate material properties is demonstrated, along with the effects of slab 
boundary conditions, loading stub-column, loading type and sequence. 
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7.2 Post-cracking tensile behaviour of reinforced 
high-strength concrete 
The experimental investigation on the tension softening behaviour of plain high-
strength concrete (Chapter 3) has confirmed that after cracking the concrete between 
two adjacent cracks is still capable of resisting tensile forces, thereby increasing the 
average stiffness of the member. In the case of reinforced concrete, it has been found 
that the concrete tensile capacity after cracking is further enhanced as a result of in-
teraction between reinforcing steel and concrete, as reported by various investigators 
such as William ( 1986) and Clark and Speirs (1978). This phenomenon is called as 
"tension stiffening" in the literature. 
It has been well established that the tension-stiffening effect of reinforced concrete 
is dependent on the percentage of steel, diameter of steel reinforcement, distribution 
of reinforcement and bond stresses . Also, it has been found that tension stiffening 
is more pronounced in the reinforced concrete element with low percentage of rein-
forcement. Thus the tension stiffening effect must be properly represented in the 
calculation of the structural behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs, in 
order to achieve valid numerical predictions . 
7.2.1 Tension stiffening model for reinforced high-strength 
concrete slabs 
In this study, a tension stiffening model is reconunended, based on the tension soft-
ening model (chapter 4) and a parametric study of reinforced high-strength concrete 
slabs. The analytical expresion of the tension softening behaviour of plain high-
strength concrete is modified with respect to the descending branch of the stress-
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strain curve in an attempt to reflect the tension stiffening behaviour of reinforced 
high-strength concrete. A similar approach was used by Prakhya and Morley (1990) 
for the flexural members of normal strength concrete. 
The tension softening model, as developed in the chapter 4, IS analytically ex-
pressed as 
where, 
y = 2x- x 2 
X y=------
a( .r: - 1 ).6 + x 
y the relative stress ftf f: 
x the relative strain t.tf f.to 
a, {3 material costants 
X ::; 1.0 (7 .1) 
X 2: 1.0 (7.2) 
It is derived in chapter 4 that a and {3 are 2.84 and 1.66.55 respectively, based on the 
best fit of the developed tension softening model to the experimental measurements 
of plain high-strength concrete under direct uniaxial tension. The above expressions 
can also be used to represent the tension stiffening effect of reinforced high-strength 
concrete, provided the material constants (a and {3) are properly related to the en-
hancement of concrete tension carrying capacity due to interaction between reinforc-
ing steel and concrete. 
In fact, the modification of the tension softening behaviour into a tension stiffening 
model can be easily accomplished by changing the value of the constant a in Eq. 7.2. 
The change of a values will change the strain energy density or the total area under 
the curve from Awi to Aw, where Awi and Aw are strain energy density required to 
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open a crack for plain and reinforced high-strength concrete respectively. The tension 
stiffening model developed thereafter is shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. 
The initial portion of the tension stiffening curve up to a normalized average 
strain of e.tf €10=4 is shown in Fig. 7.1, along with the test data of plain high-strength 
concrete under direct uniaxial tension. The normalized strain value of e.t/e.10=16 
(Fig. 7 .2) is used as a cut-off point for the integration process, since the concrete 
tensile capacity beyond this point tends to be negligible. The same cut-off point was 
recommended by Massicotte et al. (1990) for normal strength concrete. 
A parametric study was carried out to establish the area under the stress-strain 
diagram, in order to convert the tension oftening behaviour (Awi) into the tension 
stiffening behaviour (Aw)· The experimental results of reinforced high-strength con-
crete slabs tested at Memorial University, as described in the preceding chapter, were 
utilized in the parametric study to determine the tension stiffening magnitude for 
reinforced high-strength concrete slabs. Various estimates of tension stiffening en-
hancement on the tension softening behaviour of high-strength concrete, in terms of 
strain energy density (Aw) calculated from the tensile stress and average crack open-
ing strain diagram, were examined in this parametric study. It was found that for 
slabs with high to moderate steel reinforcement ratios, the tension stiffening values 
can be represented as follows: 
Aw = ( 1.20 "' 2.0)Awi (7.3) 
For slabs with low steel reinforcement ratios, the tension stiffening values ranged 
between 
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Aw = (2.0 "' 3.0)Awi (7.4) 
In the validation tests of the formulated finite element model (Chapter 6), the 
strain energy density (Aw) of reinforced concrete equal to l . .S times that of plain 
concrete (Awi) was chosen for all the analyzed slabs except slab HS1, where Aw was 
equal to 3.0 Awi due to very low reinforcement ratio employed. The model predictions 
are given in Tables 6.1 to 6.3 in the preceding chapter, together with the experimental 
results. As can been seen in these tables, the model predictions followed test data 
satisfactorily. Thus, the tension stiffening value of Aw=1.5x(Awi), can be proposed 
for moderate reinforced high-strength concrete slabs . 
Therefore, the expressions (Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2) can be modified into a tension 
stiffening model by changing the constant a from a=2.84 to a=1.3863. The tension 
stiffening model for reinforced high-strength concrete slabs, referred as model 1, is 
recommended as follows: 
y = 2x- .r2 X~ 1.0 (7.5) 
y = 1.386:3(x- 1)1.6655 + x X 2: 1.0 (7.6) 
where, x and y are same as those defined in Eq. 7.2. 
In order to illustrate the effect of tension stiffening values on the structural be-
haviour of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs, the slab HS5 tested by Marzouk 
and Hussein (1991) was further examined. Different tension stiffening values were 
assumed, by multipling the area (Awi) under the stress-strain curve of plain high-
strength concrete by factors of 2.6, 1. 7, 1.50 and 1.20. The corresponding predictions 
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of the finite element model are presented 1n Fig. 7.:3, along with the experimental 
measurement of the slab HS5. 
7.2.2 Simplified idealization of tension stiffening model 
The continuous tension stiffening model, recommended as given by Eqs. 7.5 and 7.6, 
may cause difficulties in its implementation in certain finite element program. In such 
a case, a simplified idealization of tension stiffening model is needed. 
In this study, it has been found that a simplified bilinear stress-strain curve can 
also provide a good result, provided the area under the complete stress-strain curve of 
high-strength concrete is only about five times the area under its ascending portion, 
and the appropriate steel reinforcement ratio modification factors represented by Eqs. 
7.3 and 7.4 are incorporated. 
The simplified bilinear tension stiffening model is commonly adopted m many 
available commercial software, which is presented in the inset of Fig. 7.4 (referred 
as model 2). It is similar to that recommended by Bazant and Oh (1983). The 
significant effect of tension stiffening values on the structural behaviour of reinforced 
high-strength concrete slabs is also demonstrated in Fig. 7 .4, where the bilinear 
tension stiffening model was implemented in the finite element program. In the same 
figure, an extremely high tension stiffening value of Aw=5.3Awi was assumed as an 
unrealistic case to illustrate the strong effect of concrete tension stiffening behaviour. 
7.2.3 Discussion 
It is found that the post-cracking tensile behaviour of high-strength concrete affects 
not only the load carrying capacity but also the entire load-deflection characteristics of 
the analyzed slab, particularly in the serviceability range of the load, as illustrated in 
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Figs. 7.:3 and 7.4. Therefore, a correct determination of high-strength concrete post-
cracking behaviour is important. There is a great need to perform a comprehensive 
and detailed study on the concrete tension stiffening behaviour with respect to the 
percentage of steel, diameter of the reinforcing bars, bond stress, concrete strength, 
and the distribution of reinforcement. However, this study falls beyond the scope of 
the present thesis. 
7.3 N umerical analysis of reinforced high-strength 
concrete slabs 
A parametric study is initiated in this section to analyze the structural behaviour 
of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs under various conditions, in an attempt to 
extend the range of the experimental investigation. The sensitivity of the material 
model to the separate material properties is demonstrated, along with the effects of 
slab boundary conditions, loading stub-column, loading type and sequence. The slab 
HS17 is selected for the parametric study. 
7 .3.1 Steel yielding stresses and concrete cover 
The effects of reinforcement yield strength and concrete cover on the response of the 
high-strength concrete slab studied are illustrated in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6. The sensitivity 
of the model prediction to the separate material parameters are clearly demonstrated. 
The importance of the correct determination of the material properties is clearly 
indicated. 
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7.3.2 Boundary conditions 
The addition of edge restraints as a boundary condition in the finite element numer-
ical model largely improved the load carrying capacity, while the slab ductility was 
significantly reduced. Both rotational and in-plane translational edge restraints were 
considered. Figure 7. 7 shows the strong effect of the rotational edge restraint on the 
ultimate lateral load and corresponding deflection as expected for the thick clamped 
slabs. This behaviour is different from that of slender panels with moderate rein-
forcement where both the load carrying capacity and ductility were improved with 
the application of edge restraints ( Massicotte et al., 1989) . 
7.3.3 Loading stub-column 
Proper simulation of the loading stub-column also had strong effect on slab response, 
as shown in Fig. 7 .8. The loading stub-column was represented by 3-D brick element 
with 20 nodes per element, where reduced Gaussian 2 x 2 x 2 integration scheme was 
adopted. The restraints between the nodes of shell element and brick element were 
imposed by using the multi-point constraint (MPC) technique, in which constraints 
between different degrees of freedom of the model can be specified even in nonlinear 
and inhomogeneous cases in the selected finite element program. Constraints are usu-
ally imposed in a model by any of the three methods: penalties, Lagrange multipliers, 
or direct elimination . In this analysis , MPC''s were imposed by directly eliminating 
degrees of freedom at the nodes where to impose the constraints. 
The interaction of loading actuator with the loading stub-colunm was modeled 
through the use of interface element, which cons ists of nodes on the deforming loading 
stub-column and on the rigid surface of the loading actuator. The accurate represen-
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tation of the realistic contact conditions were achieved by using this technique, which 
produced the relatively better results for the slab analyzed, as shown in Fig. 7.8. 
7.3 .4 Slabs loaded axially and transversely 
The behaviour of normal strength concrete slabs loaded axially and transversely was 
recently examined at the University of Alberta recently. Their study was conducted 
on normal strength concrete slab panels with uniaxial concrete compressive strength 
f~ of about 35 MPa. The results of these investigations are used to compare with the 
predicted behaviour of high-strength concrete slabs. 
7.2.4.1 Magnitude of the in-plane load 
In order to investigate numerically the effect of the in-plane loading on the response 
of high-strength concrete slab supported on four edges and free to rotate and unre-
strained in the in-plane direction, slab HS17 is selected for the parametric study. The 
uniaxial concrete compressive strength of slab HS17 was 67 MPa· the reinforcement 
ratio p was 1.09:3 %; and the overall dimensions are 1950 x t 9.50 x 150 mm. 
It was found that the lateral load carrying capacity of slab HS17 was generally 
improved with the application of the in-plane load. It was also observed that lateral 
load carrying capacity was further improved with the increase of in-plane load mag-
nitude as shown in Fig. 7.9. The applied in-plane load relative magnitude Im varied 
between 0.10 and 0.40, where Im is 
p 
lm = h J' a. . 
c 
m which P the total in-plane load; a and h 
(7 .7) 
the width and the thickness of 
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the slab respectively; and f~ = the ultimate uniaxial concrete compressive strength. 
This behaviour indicates that the compressive membrane force introduced by axial in-
plane load , enhanced the lateral load capacity in a similar fashion to the prestressing of 
concrete members. However, ductility was significantly reduced due to the application 
of in-plane load but remained basically the same with further i crease of in-plane 
load magnitude. Finally, the analyzed slab failed due to concrete crushing (brittle 
failure) before the extensive yielding was developed due to the initial compressive 
strain introduced by the axial in-plane load. Similar results were reported for normal 
strength stocky panels by Massicotte et al. ( 1989). 
7.2.4.2 Loading sequence 
The effect of the loading sequence on slab HS17 is demonstrated in Fig. 7.10. In the 
first case, the lateral load Q, was applied up to a load of 440 kN, close to the ultimate 
load capacity of the slab under lateral load alone ( Q = .512.0 kN). Then the lateral 
load was kept constant while the in-plane load was being applied, up to a value of 
1111 = 0.11. In the second case, the in-plane load was applied to Im = 0.11 and kept 
constant while the lateral load was increased until it reached the value of Q = 456.0 
kN. This was close to the failure load in the first case, but ductility was significantly 
reduced. The best performance of the slab was achieved in the third case, where 
the lateral and in-plane loads were applied proportionally. This produced a lateral 
load value of Q = 772.0 kN and !111 = 0.19. The lateral load carrying capacity was 
improved by 75% and the corresponding deflection was also the largest among the 
three cases analyzed. However, the ductility of the analyzed slab was consistently 
reduced due to in-plane load, regardless of loading sequence as shown in Fig. 7.11, 
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where the structural response of the the slab under proportional lateral and in-plane 
loading is compared to that of the slab under lateral loading alone. 
It was found that the extensive cracking of such a slab was prevented by the 
application of the in-plane load. Thus, a more brittle failure is evident. In general, 
a reduction of about 4:3% in lateral load carrying capacity was associated with prior 
application of either P or Q to the slab under both axial in-plane and lateral loads. 
This indicates the slab response could be very sensitive to the loading sequence. 
Massicotte et al. (1989) reported similar effects of the loading sequence on the 
thick normal strength concrete slabs. It was reported that when lateral load was 
applied first, lateral deflection was significantly larger than those in the case of pro-
portional loading and the case of applying in-plane load first . This behaviour can be 
explained due to extensive cracking and the impact of the second order effects. 
7.4 Summary 
The post-cracking behaviour and the fracture energy of high-strength concrete are 
different from those of normal strength concrete. The difference is clearly indicated 
by the stress-strain curve of plain high-strength concrete under direct tensile load, 
the area under the complete curve ( Awi), and the ratio of the total area ( Awi) to 
that under the ascending portion. The total area ( Awi) under the stress-strain curve 
is about five times that under the ascending region for high-strength concrete; the 
corresponding value is about ten for normal strength concrete. This fundamental 
difference must be reflected in the analysis of high-strength concrete slabs. 
A tension stiffening model is recommended for the analysis of reinforced high-
strength concrete slabs. The model is based on the experimental measurements of 
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strain-softening behaviour of plain high-strength concrete under direct uniaxial ten-
sion, and the comparison of numerical predictions to experimental results obtained 
from the tests on the structural behaviour of reinforced high-strength concrete slabs. 
A bilinear tension stiffening model is also proposed for simplification. This sim-
plified idealization is especially useful when the recommended continuous tension 
stiffening model (Eqs . 7.5 and 7.6) poses difficulties in its implementation in certain 
finite element programs. However, the strain Pnergy density of high-strength concrete 
and enhancement of the concrete post-cracking tension capacity induced due to the 
bond with the reinforcement must be represented in the simplified bilinear tension 
stiffening model. 
Based on the recommended continuous tension stiffening model, a parametric 
study was carried out to demonstratP the sensitivity of the material model to the 
seperate material parameters and to examine the behaviour of reinforced high-strength 
concrete slabs subjected simultaneously to the axial in-plane loads and lateral loads 
through a loading stub-column with various slab boundary conditions. 
It has been found that the post-cracking behaviour of high-strength concrete has 
a significant effect on the entire load-deflection response. Adequate numerical pre-
dictions were achieved only with the incorporation of the realistic stres-displacement 
characteristics (including strain softening behaviour) of high-strength concrete in both 
tension and compression. In order to achieve accurate numerical predictions, the 
realistic yielding strength of steel reinforcement and concrete cover should also be 
correctly represented in the finite element model. 
The effects of edge restraints were significant. The ultimate strength capacity of 
high-strength concrete slabs was more efficiently improved and ductility was more 
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severely reduced by the implementation of rotational edge restraints than in-plane 
translational edge restraints. Proper representation of lateral loading stub-column 
was also important, which improves both load carrying capacity and ductility of the 
slab analyzed. 
In the case of slabs subjected simultaneously to axial and lateral loads, the mem-
brane compressive stress introduced by in-plane load severely reduces the ductility 
of the slabs, resulting into a brittle failure. The lateral load carrying capacity was 
improved with the increase of the in-plane load magnitude for the thick slab analysed. 
It is also observed that the loading history has significant effect on slab behaviour. 
Prior application of small amount of in-plane load leads to approximately the same 
load capacity as achieved with the prior application of lateral load. Both lateral load 
capacity and ductility of the thick slab analysed were improved when lateral and in-
plane axial loads are applied proportionally. However, the ductility was significantly 
reduced with application of the in-plane loads, regardless of loading sequence, when 
compared to that of the slab under the lateral load alone. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
8.1 Experimental study on the tensile behaviour 
of high-strength concrete 
The behaviour of high-strength concrete was experimentally studied under the direct 
uniaxial tension, flexural tension and cylinder splitting tension. The drawn conclu-
sions from the present experimental work are listed as follows: 
1. High-strength concrete exhibits an appreciable post-cracking resistance under 
direct tension. The descending branch of the complete stress-cracking strain 
curve is due to the reduction of the effective tensile area and bridging of cracked 
surfaces through the interaction of aggregates and fibrous crystals. The concrete 
post-peak softening response is related to widening of a single crack developed 
across the section. 
2. Cracking occurs at the weakest part and spreads gradually across the critical 
section. After cracking, the cracking strains increase sharply, while the strains 
on the other parts away from the cracking zone decrease as load decreases. The 
average cracking deformation along the critical notched section, recorded by 25 
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mm gage length extensometer , is used throughout this study. 
3. The initial modulus of elasticity of high-strength concrete in tension is high, with 
a mean value of about 50.0 x 103 kN/mm2 , due to the brittle nature of high-
strength concrete. The relatively severe nonlinearity of the ascending branch of 
the average stress-strain curve of high-strength concrete in tension beyond the 
elastic limit is observed, as indicated by the ratio of the initial modulus to the 
secant modulus at peak stress. 
4 . In general, the strain at peak stress (Et a) increases proportionally to the tensile 
strength. The measured values are between 100.5-1:36.9 JLL The recorded tensile 
strains are more scattered than measured tensile strengths. The tensile strength 
of high-strength concrete in direct tension is measured to be approximately 
equal to 5.0%j~. 
5. The developed testing scheme is capable of performing the required tests and 
yielding a complete stress-cracking deformation response of high-strength con-
crete in direct tension. 
6. Several existing prediction equations for modelling the tension softening re-
sponse of normal strength concrete are evaluated against the test results of 
high-strength concrete. Based on the test evidence, a realistic constitutive rela-
tionship is recommended for plain high-strength concrete under direct uniaxial 
tension (Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8). 
7. High-strength concrete is a more brittle and stiffer material, with a larger ini-
tial modulus of elasticity, compared to normal strength concrete. After the 
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peak load , the stress-deformation curve of high-strength concrete descends more 
sharply than that of normal strength concrete. The estimated value of fracture 
energy density of high-strength concrete is equal to about 5 times the area under 
the ascending portion of complete stress-strain diagram, while the correspond-
ing value for normal strength concrete increases to 10 times the area under the 
ascending portion of normal strength concrete stress-strain curve. 
8 . High-strength concrete is relatively weaker in tension, compared to normal 
strength concrete. In general, the tensile strength, initial modulus of elasticity 
and the tensile strain at peak stress increase as the compressive strength in-
creases. However, the tensile strength increases at a much smaller rate as the 
compressive strength increases. The tensile strength is about 8.0% f~ for normal 
strength concrete, while this value decreases to about 5.0% f~ for high-strength 
concrete. 
9. The measured modulus of rupture (J;.) and splitting tensile strength (f~1 ) are 
about 50% and 30% higher than the measured direct tensile strength. As ex-
perimentally observed, only the direct tension test could provide the complete 
stress-deformation diagram in tension beyond the elastic behaviour. All the 
specunens in both modulus of rupture and splitting tests result in a sudden 
failure. 
10. The empirical formulae for the predictions of f~t and J;., as recommended by the 
ACI Committee 363 (1992), provided a good agreement with test measurments. 
11. Low ocean water temperature has severe adverse effect on the f~t and J: of 
high-strength concrete cured for one day only at room temperature. 
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8.2 Finite element analysis of high-strength con-
crete slabs 
Based on the good agreement of the model predictions to the experimental results of 
fourteen high-strength and two normal strength concrete slabs, it is concluded that the 
formulated F .E. numerical model with an incremental elastic-plastic concrete model 
implemented in the context of the 8-node quadrilateral shear-flexible shell element 
can adequately model the thick high-strength concrete slabs with relatively heavy 
reinforcement and can be used with confidence to predict the behaviour of such slabs 
with respect to the entire load-deflection response, ultimate load carrying capacity, 
ductility, and failure mode. The following conclusions are deduced from the present 
F.E. analysis: 
1. The post-cracking behaviour of high-strength concrete has a significant effect 
on the entire load-deflection response of its slabs. A rational tension stiffening 
model is recommended, based on the fracture energy concept and comparison 
of F.E. predictions to experimental results of reinforced high-strength concrete 
slabs (Eqs. 7.5 and 7 .6). For the sake of simplicity, a bilinear tension stiffening 
model is also proposed. 
2. Adequate numerical predictions are achieved only with the incorporation of the 
realistic stress-displacement characteristics of high-strength concrete in both 
tension and compression, including strain softening behaviour. The basic me-
chanica! properties employed in analysis are: the tensile strength J:=.5.0% J~; 
the tensile strain at peak Eta= 120 1.u; the compressive strain at peak tc0 =3000 
f.U. j the ultimate compressive strain Ecu=3400 f.U .. 
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:3. The realistic yielding strength of rebar and its location should be correctly 
represented, in order to achieve accurate numerical predictions. 
4. The effects of edge restraints are significant. Free uplift along four slab edges 
must be properly modelled. The ultimate strength capacity of high-strength 
concrete slabs is more efficiently improved and ductility is more severely reduced 
by the implementation of rotational edge restraints than in-plane translational 
edge restraints. 
5. Proper representation of the lateral loading stub-column tmproves both load 
carrying capacity and ductility of the slab analyzed. 
6. In the case of slabs subjected simultaneously to axial and lateral loads, the 
membrane compressive stress introduced by in-plane load severely reduces the 
ductility of the slabs, resulting into a brittle failure. 
7. The lateral load carrying capacity is improved with the increase of the in-plane 
load magnitude for the thick slab analysed. 
8. The loading history has significant effect on slab behaviour. Prior application 
of small amount of in-plane load leads to approximately the same load capacity 
as achieved with the prior application of lateral load. Both lateral load capacity 
and ductility of the thick slab analysed are improved when lateral and in-plane 
axial loads are applied proportionally. However, the ductility is significantly 
reduced with application of the in-plane loads, regardless of loading sequence, 
when compared to that of the slab under the lateral load alone. 
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